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Abbreviations, Symbols and Acronyms
ANOVA analysis of variance
API active pharmaceutical ingredient
ARP aripiprazole
ASB acceptor sink buffer
ASD amorphous solid dispersion
AUC area under the plasma concentration-time curve
BCS Biopharmaceutics Classification System
CAR carvedilol
CD cyclodextrin
Cmax maximum concentration of the plasma concentration-time curve
DMF N,N-dimethyl formamide
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide
DSC differential scanning calorimetry
EMA European Medicines Agency
ES electrostatic spinning
EtOH ethanol
Fa fraction of dose absorbed
FaSSIF fasted state simulated intestinal fluid
FDA Food and Drug Administration
FeSSIF fed state simulated intestinal fluid
FO probe fiber-optic probe
GIT gastrointestinal tract
HIA human intestinal absorption
HPC hydroxypropyl cellulose
HPMC hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
HPMC-P hydroxypropylmethylcellulose-phthalate
HP-ß-CD (2-Hydroxypropyl)-β-cyclodextrin
ISA-water ionic strength adjusted water
ITRA itraconazole
ITRA itraconazole
IVIVC in vitro-in vivo correlation
LLPS liquid-liquid phase separation
MEL meloxicam
n number of replications
p pressure
PAMPA parallel artificial membrane permeability assay
PEG polyethylene glycol
PEO polyethylene oxide
PVDF polyvinylidenfluoride
PVP polyvinyl pyrrolidone
PVPA phospholipid vesicle-based permeation assay
PVPVA vinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer
PXRD powder X-ray diffraction
QC quality control
R&D research and development
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SBEβCD sulfobutylether-β-cyclodextrin
SD standard deviation
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SGF simulated gastric fluid
SIF simulated intestinal fluid
SSF saturation shake flask
T temperature
TEL telmisartan
Tg glass-transition temperature
THF tetrahydrofuran
Tm melting temperature
tmax the time when Cmax is reached
USP United States Pharmacopeia
UWL unstirred water layer
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THESIS FINDINGS
1. In case of pharmaceutical formulations containing solubilizing additives it was shown that the
driving force of transport through lipophilic membranes cannot be simplified to the concentration
gradient when the permeation is membrane limited, instead supersaturation ratio (defined as the
ratio of dissolved amount of drug to its equilibrium solubility in the same media) was found to be
the real driving force of membrane transport. It was mathematically derived from Fick’s first law,
and experimentally proven with the help of several meloxicam containing electrospun
formulations. [i]
2. The driving force of membrane transport through lipophilic membrane was also studied in the
presence of dimethyl sulfoxide as a cosolvent. The solubility of the anionic form of the active
pharmaceutical ingredient (API) was significantly more enhanced than the solubility of the neutral
form due to the interaction of the cosolvent and the anionic form. Experimental results showed
that only the solubility enhancement of the neutral form caused the driving force of membrane
transport to change, the solubility enhancement of the anionic form has no such effect. For that
reason the supersaturation ratio of the neutral form was found to be the driving force of membrane
transport. [i]
3. In case of pharmaceutical formulations containing solubilizing additives (which are not able to
permeate through size-exclusion membrane because of their hydrodynamic size) it was shown that
the driving force of transport through regenerated cellulose based size-exclusion membranes
cannot be simplified to the concentration gradient, instead supersaturation ratio was found to be
the real driving force of membrane transport. It was mathematically derived from Fick’s first law,
and experimentally proven with the help of several carvedilol containing electrospun formulations.
[ii]
4. For the dissolution enhancement of a poorly water-soluble model drug, aripiprazole a novel
cyclodextrin-based electrospun formulation was developed, which was the first sulfobutylether-βcyclodextrin-containing electrospun formulation of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API).
Even low concentration of polyethylene oxide (PEO) (0.75 w/v%; Mw = 2*106 g/mol) was enough
to create fine, beadless fibers by a solvent-based electrospinning process. The API in the
electrospun fibers was found to be in amorphous state and no crystallization was observed even
after 3 months. [iii]
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5. A saliva-modeling dissolution media was developed with pH and buffer capacity optimized for
human oral cavity. The results of small scale dissolution tests of an aripirazole containing
electrospun formulation showed that in such small concentration PEO had no retard effect on
dissolution, therefore an orally fast dissolving drug delivery system could be created, which meets
the requirements for the therapeutic goal. The results of simultaneous dissolution-permeation test
for the electrospun formulation showed that not only dissolution but also flux through artificial
membrane could be significantly enhanced compared to the pure API. [iii]
6. Large volume (900 mL) dissolution-permeation apparatus was successfully implemented to
compare brand and generic formulations of telmisartan. The in vivo predictability of the method
was demonstrated with the good correlation between the in vitro flux values and the in vivo results
of bioequivalence tests. Novel graphical data analyzing method was developed in order to evaluate
the effect of formulation additives only on the permeation step, independently from the dissolution
step. [iv]
7. Kinetic solubility was used as an input parameter of a predictive model for the first time in order
to predict the results of bioequivalence tests. As a model compound itraconazole, a poorly watersoluble model drug was used, and its kinetic solubility was determined in biorelevant media
containing formulation additives. This data was used as the input parameter of the predictive model
for the estimation of fraction of dose absorbed ratios of marketed formulations of itraconazole in
fasted and fed state as well. [v]
8. Flux and kinetic solubility based predictive model could be used in the prediction of the food
effect and bioequivalence for itraconazole containing marketed formulations. Both prediction
methods were highly capable of determining the slightly negative food effect in case of Sporanox
solution, and a pronounced positive food effect for the Sporanox capsule. Flux and kinetic
solubility based predictive models were compared for the first time in the prediction of
bioequivalence test results. While in case of comparing amorphous formulations in biorelevant
media the two models showed very similar results, in case of complex media containing bile
micelles and cyclodextrins as well, the flux based model gave significantly better in vivo prediction
than the kinetic solubility based model. [v]
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ÚJ TUDOMÁNYOS EREDMÉNYEK
1. Megállapítottam, hogy a lipofil membránon keresztüli transzport hajtóereje membrán limitált
esetben nem egyszerűsíthető le a donor és az akceptor oldal közötti koncentráció különbségre
gyógyszerkészítményekből történő felszívódás esetén (amennyiben a készítmény a hatóanyag
oldhatóságát befolyásoló segédanyagot is tartalmaz), hanem a két oldal túltelítésbeli
különbségével írható le (ahol a túltelítést a kioldódott hatóanyag koncentrációja és ugyanazon
közegben mért egyensúlyi oldhatóságának hányadosával definiáljuk). Ezt az állítást Fick I.
törvényéből matematikailag levezettem és elektrosztatikusan szálképzett meloxikam tartalmú
készítmények segítségével kísérletileg is bizonyítottam. [i]
2. Lipofil membránon keresztüli transzport hajtóerejét membrán limitált esetben dimetil-szulfoxid
koszolvens jelenlétében vizsgálva megállapítottam, hogy a hatóanyag anionos formája és a
koszolvens között fellépő kölcsönhatás miatt az anionos forma oldhatóságát a koszolvens
szignifikánsan jobban növelte, mint a töltésmentes formáét. A kísérleti eredmények igazolták,
hogy csak a semleges forma oldhatóságnövekedése okoz változást a hajtóerőben, az anionos
formáé nem. Így a neutrális formával felírt túltelítésbeli különbség tekinthető ez esetben a
membrántranszport hajtóerejének. [i]
3. Megállapítottam, hogy a méretkizárásos regenerált cellulóz alapú membránon keresztüli
transzport hajtóereje gyógyszerkészítményekből történő permeáció esetén a két oldal túltelítésbeli
különbségével írható le, amennyiben a készítmény a hatóanyag oldhatóságát befolyásoló, azonban
a membránon méreténél fogva átjutni nem képes segédanyagot tartalmaz. Ezt az állítást Fick I.
törvényéből matematikailag levezettem és elektrosztatikusan szálképzett karvedilol tartalmú
készítmények segítségével kísérletileg is bizonyítottam. [ii]
4. Új, ciklodextrin alapú elektrosztatikusan szálképzett formulációt fejlesztettem egy rossz
vízoldhatóságú antipszichotikum, az aripiprazol kioldódásának javítása érdekében. Ez a
formuláció az első szulfobutiléter-béta-ciklodextrint tartalmazó elektrosztatikus szálképzéssel
előállított formulációja a hatóanyagnak. Sikeresen állítottam elő gyöngymentes polimerszálakat
mindössze 0,75 m/V%-os polietilén-oxid (MW=2x106 g/mol) koncentráció mellett. Az
elektrosztatikusan szálképzett formulációban a hatóanyag amorf formában volt megtalálható,
kristályosság nyomai pedig három hónap után sem voltak kimutathatóak. [iii]
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5. A szájüregre jellemző pH-jú és pufferkapacitású emberi nyálat modellező kioldóközeget
fejlesztettem. Aripiprazole tartalmú elektrosztatikusan szálképzett készítmény kis térfogatú
kioldódásvizsgálatai során megállapítottam, hogy ilyen kis koncentrációban a polietilén-oxid
retardizáló hatása nem érvényesül, így a terápiás célnak megfelelő, szájban pillanatszerűen oldódó
készítményt

kaptam.

A

szimultán

kioldódás-

és

permeáció-vizsgálatok

eredményei

alátámasztották, hogy nemcsak az aripiprazole hatóanyag kioldódását, de annak mesterséges
membránon keresztüli fluxusát is sikerült szignifikánsan javítani a tiszta hatóanyagéhoz képest.
[iii]
6. Sikeresen alkalmaztam nagytérfogatú (900 mL) szimultán kioldódás- és permeációvizsgálatokat

originális

és

generikus

telmizartán

tartalmú

gyógyszerkészítmények

összehasonlítására. A laboratóriumi módszer in vivo előrejelzőképességét a mért fluxus értékek jó
korrelációja mutatta az in vivo bioekvivalencia vizsgálati eredményekkel. Új, grafikus
adatértékelési módszert fejlesztettem, melynek segítségével a segédanyagok hatása a kioldódástól
függetlenül vizsgálható csak a permeációs lépésre. [iv]
7. Elsőként használtam kinetikai oldhatóság értékeket bioekvivalencia vizsgálatok eredményének
előrejelzésére egy prediktív modell segítségével. A modell bemeneti paramétereként az
itrakonazol hatóanyag formulációs segédanyagok mellett, bioreleváns közegben meghatározott
kinetikai oldhatóságát használtam az in vivo felszívódott hatóanyaghányadok viszonyának
becslésére mind étkezés előtti, mind pedig étkezés utáni állpotban itrakonazol tartalmú
törzskönyvezett készítmények esetén. [v]
8. Sikeresen alkalmaztam mind a kinetikai oldhatóság, mind pedig a fluxus alapú prediktív modellt
itrakonazol, rossz vízoldhatóságú gombaellenes hatóanyag tartalmú piaci készítmények
ételhatásának és bioekvivalenciájának előrejelzésében. Mindkét módszer alkalmasnak bizonyult a
Sporanox oldatnál tapasztalt kismértékű negatív és a Sporanox kapszulánál fellépő jelentős pozitív
ételhatás előrejelzésére. Elsőként hasonlítottam össze fluxus és kinetikai oldhatóság alapú
prediktív modelleket bioekvivalencia vizsgálatok eredményének előrejelzésére. Amíg amorf
szilárd diszperziók összehasonlítása esetén a két modell hasonló eredményeket hozott, addig
komplexebb közeg esetén, mely micellákat és ciklodextrint is tartalmazott, a fluxus alapú modell
jobb in vivo becslést adott, mint a kinetikai oldhatóság alapú modell. [v]
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INTRODUCTION
Traditional dissolution tests have been used in the pharmaceutical industry to perform quality
control of manufacturing process for drug products, and to compare performance of different drug
product formulations during their development process. Although dissolution tests are well suited
for quality control purposes providing a simple, reproducible and cost-effective way of analyzing
final dosage forms, the results of these tests are often not in vivo predictive.1
From the research and development point of view however the industry seeks new tools for
improving the biorelevance and the in vivo predictability of the in vitro tests. Underneath the urge
to minimalize clinical trials by using in vitro and in silico tools lay many ethical and economic
reasons. Since it is common cause, multiple research co-operations were founded worldwide to
better understand in vivo processes of the gastrointestinal tract (UNGAP project in the European
Union) and to develop new tools that might be able to predict the drug performance in patients
(ORBITO project in the European Union and formulation predictive dissolution (fPD) project in
the United States of America). Although it cannot be compared to the abovementioned research
co-operations in size and budget, a research partnership has also been made by Pion Inc.,
Semmelweis University (SE) and Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME).
Pion Inc. builds new in vitro apparatuses that enable the use of simultaneous dissolutionpermeation tests with artificial membranes, while the two Universities provide theoretical
background in pharmaceutical chemistry and formulation development in order to understand how
in vitro dissolution and permeation processes work in the presence of formulation additives and
also to establish in vitro- in vivo correlation (IVIVC).
This PhD thesis was prepared in the framework of the Pion-SE-BME research partnership.
Therefore the aim of this thesis work was to understand how simultaneous dissolution-permeation
assays work on a molecular level in presence of formulation additives and to use that knowledge
for formulation development and establishing IVIVC.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Poorly water-soluble active pharmaceutical ingredients in the pharmaceutical industry
The increasing number of poorly water-soluble drug candidates is one of the most pressing issues
of pharmaceutical industry. Namely, low aqueous solubility prevents the active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) from being bioavailable and biologically active. For that reason dissolution
enhancement of BCS II classified (poorly water-soluble, but highly permeable APIs) has gained
primary importance in original and generic formulation development as well.2,3
1.1.1 The true meaning of poor water-solubility and high permeability in Biopharmaceutical
Classification System (BCS)
Drug candidates and APIs have four main physicochemical properties determining their
pharmacokinetics: acid-base property expressed as ionization constant (pKa), lipophilicity
expressed as partition coefficient (logP), solubility and permeability. It was shown by Gordon
Amidon4 that solubility and permeability are key factors in correlation of in vitro drug product
dissolution and in vivo bioavailability. Based on these properties molecules can be classified into
four groups:
I.

Class: high solubility- high permeability

II.

Class: low solubility- high permeability

III.

Class: high solubility- low permeability

IV.

Class: low solubility- low permeability

A drug substance is considered highly soluble when its highest dose is soluble in 250 mL or less
of aqueous media over the pH range of 1-6.8. The volume estimate of 250 mL (8 ounce) is based
on the assumption that patients take the drug products with a glass of water. High permeability
refers to human intestinal absorption (HIA) above 85%. Since in case of new chemical entities and
drug candidates the HIA value cannot be measured directly in humans up until the clinical trials,
indirect systems capable of predicting the extent of drug absorption in humans can be used (in situ
animal

or

in

vitro

epithelial

cell

culture

methods).5

It shows the importance of this classification system that the US Food and Drug Administration’s
(FDA’s) Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) has incorporated BCS concepts into
guidance documents for human medications into the 2000 FDA Guidance for Industry6 only after
5 years of the idea of this classification was published.
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In the last decades it caused a serious challenge in the original drug development that the majority
of the drug candidates, around 70% of them according to a study in 2013,7 is poorly water-soluble,
but highly permeable (BCS II), and even among the APIs on the market around 30% belongs to
this category.8
During the early stage of drug development, it is possible to change physicochemical properties of
the molecule by modifying the chemical structure. The addition of polar subtituents9 or formation
of salts10 has the ability to improve water-solubility, while lipophilicity can be changed by e.g. the
addition of apolar structure elements. Changing the chemical structure of the drug candidate is in
many cases not possible, because it might also alter the therapeutic effect, metabolism, toxicity or
synthesis route of the drug candidate. For these reasons formulation methods might provide a more
desirable solution for overcoming poor water-solubility.

1.2 Theoretical basis for overcoming poor water-solubility
1.2.1 One chemical structure, many different solubility terms
Although solubility seems a very simple term, and it is often used without any further attributes,
there are many different kinds of solubilities mentioned in the literature. The nomenclature can be
very confusing since sometimes one kind of solubility has more than one name and e.g. the term
apparent solubility is used in various cases. Therefore the following section aims to describe the
different nomenclatures used in the literature, and after some critical remarks also define a
nomenclature used throughout this thesis work.
Physicochemical definition of solubility: solubility of a substance is its concentration in the liquid
phase at which the chemical potential of the dissolved drug equals to the chemical potential of the
solid phase.11 Crystalline solubility refers to the solubility of one of the crystalline forms. Since
chemical potentials of polymorphs are different due to their different structures, the crystalline
solubility of polymorphs may also differ.
In the last decade as amorphous pharmaceuticals gained spotlight in the formulation development
processes because of their potential to enhance bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs. The
ability to predict the maximum theoretical concentration that can be achieved in a supersaturated
solution using amorphisation as dissolution enhancing strategy, may in fact be useful to estimate
the bioavailability enhancement in vivo. It has been suggested by Taylor and co-workers that this
critical supersaturation concentration12 is given by the ‘amorphous solubility’13,14.
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In laboratory practice two mainly different solubility terms are used: equilibrium and kinetic
solubility. The next part of the chapter aims to describe these terms also considering special terms
used for ionizable compounds and different solid phases (crystalline and amorphous).
Equilibrium solubility
The equilibrium solubility of the compound in a given solvent can be defined as the maximum
quantity of it that can be completely dissolved at a specified temperature and pressure. It is
important to note that the solid phase must be stable during the performance of the solubility study
(e.g. no solution-mediated phase transformation occurs).15 In case the thermodynamically most
stable polymorph is dissolved, the measured concentration in solution is called thermodynamic
solubility of the specified form.16
The gold standard for measuring equilibrium solubility is the saturation shake flask (SSF)
method.17 While seemingly a simple task many challenges arise during equilibrium solubility
measurements of ionizable poorly water-soluble drugs such as separating solid from solution18,
aggregation in solution or solid phase transformation.19 The upper limit of supersaturation
concentration cannot always be reached experimentally with the dissolution of amorphous solids,
because of the rapid crystallization of the API.14,20 Because of the experimental difficulties the
‘amorphous solubility’ (𝜎𝑎 ) is often estimated using the experimental solubility value of the
crystalline form (𝜎𝑐𝑖 ) and Eq. 1.2-1. The solubility advantage compared to the stable crystalline
form (ci) is in connection with the free energy difference (∆𝐺) of the two solid forms at the
temperature of interest (T), where R is the universal gas constant and µ is the chemical potential
(Eq.1.2-1).11
𝜎𝑎
µ(a) − µ(ci)
∆𝐺
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( )
𝜎𝑐𝑖
𝑅𝑇
𝑅𝑇

𝐄𝐪. 𝟏. 𝟐 − 𝟏

Besides thermoanalytical measurements to determine the free energy difference, the water sorption
of the amorphous form and the ionization has to be also considered to accurately estimate the
solubility ratio of two solid forms.21

In case of ionizable compounds the equilibrium solubility of the drug is pH dependent. Intrinsic
solubility refers to the concentration of the free acid or base form of an ionizable compound in a
saturated solution at a pH where it is fully unionized. Within the pH range roughly from pKa-2 to
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pKa+2 the solution contains ions and unionized macrospecies as well. In this case apparent
solubility is used, which gives the sum concentration of neutral and ionized form of the compound
in a saturated solution. In the pH region, where the API is fully ionized the solubility of the salt
form can be determined.22,16
Kinetic solubility
Kinetic solubility is the concentration of a compound in solution when an induced precipitate first
appears. In this definition the form of the precipitate is not specified (crystalline or amorphous
solid or even a liquid phase (see the next paragraph). When carrying out the experiments the
substance may be added to the media in a number of ways: it is possible to add it as a highly
supersaturated aqueous solution. In case of ionizable compounds it is possible to prepare stock
solution at a pH, where the equilibrium solubility of the API is significantly higher than at the pH
of interest. Stock solution can be made by raising the temperature resulting in saturated hot
solution. Although the most frequently used method is the cosolvent quench method: preparing
concentrated solution in a water-miscible organic solvent, like dimethyl sulfoxide or methanol.
Because of the possible interactions with the cosolvents, the solubility results might significantly
differ from the solubility measured with other methods.23,19
If the precipitating solid phase is analyzed and proven to be amorphous, than the result can be
called ‘amorphous solubility’.24,25 In some rare cases, when the critical supersaturation
concentration is reached, not a new solid, but a new drug-rich liquid phase is formed. This
nowadays widely studied phenomenon is called liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS).13

Ambiguous solubility terms and nomenclature specified to this thesis work
The solubility enhancement caused by formulation additives such as cyclodextrins is also
frequently characterized as improvement of the apparent solubility. Although it is not even
describing a true solubility value, the term apparent solubility is also used as the maximum of the
dissolution curve of an amorphous form. Since the mechanism of improving dissolution with
solubilizing additives and with the help of supersaturated solutions is very different to avoid
confusion the term apparent solubility is not used in this paper. Instead in case of solubilizing
additives changes in the equilibrium solubility are discussed and in case of the amorphous forms
dissolution improvement is realized via supersaturated solutions therefore the term solubility
enhancement is avoided with any kind of prefix. (For further detail please see chapter 1.3)
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Since the term ‘amorphous solubility’ is not a true solubility value and can mean several things
(the theoretical value, the estimated value based on crystalline solubility and also the measured
value (with SSF or more likely with cosolvent quench method)), this term is avoided throughout
this thesis work.
The definition of thermodynamic solubility is rather theoretical, one can never be perfectly sure
whether a specific polymorph is the most stable form of the API or not. For that reason the use of
the term equilibrium solubility is preferred in this thesis work. In the context of this manuscript
where the term solubility is used without any prefix, it means equilibrium solubility.

1.2.2 Key parameters to influence solubility
In this paragraph only the parameters of the solid API are discussed. The next chapter (1.3) is
dedicated to describe the effect of formulation additives on solubility and on dissolution as well.
When aiming to improve the solubility of a highly lipophilic drug it is important to consider, which
factors

can

influence

this

physicochemical

parameter.

The Ostwald-Freundlich equation 26,27 (Eq.1.2-2) shows the importance of the particle size:
𝑙𝑛

𝑆(𝑟)
2𝑀𝛾
=
𝑆(𝑟 = ∞) 𝑟𝜌𝑅𝑇

𝐄𝐪. 𝟏. 𝟐 − 𝟐

S(r): solubility over a spherical particle with a radius of r
S(r = ∞): solubility over flat surface of the same species
γ: surface tension
M: molar mass
r: radius of the particle
R: universal gas constant
T: temperature (K)
ρ: density
From Eq.1.2-2 it can be concluded that the solubility of the spherical particle is inversely
proportional to its radius. This means that in order to enhance solubility of a crystalline form the
reduction of the particle size might be desirable. Although it seems a general idea, equilibrium
solubility of the compound was found to increase only with the particle size under 100 nm.28 In
case of micro-scaled particles the particle size has a more significant influence on the dissolution
rate of the compound than on the equilibrium solubility.29
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1.2.3 Key parameters to influence dissolution
Noyes-Whitney equation describes the direct proportionality between the dissolution rate and the
effective surface area:30
𝑑𝐶 𝐷𝐴(𝐶𝑠 − 𝐶𝑡)
=
𝑑𝑡
ℎ𝑉

𝐄𝐪. 𝟏. 𝟐 − 𝟑

dC/dt: the rate of dissolution
D: diffusion coefficient
A: effective surface area
Cs: mass concentration of the substance on the surface
Ct: mass concentration of the substance in the bulk solvent
h: thickness of the unstirred diffusion layer
V: volume
Based on Eq.1.2-3 increasing the effective surface area of the compound leads to faster dissolution.
Since the particle size and shape determines the effective surface area of the compound, reduction
of the particle size might be advantageous from bioavailability point of view. For that reason
micronization and nanonization of the API is a commonly used technique to improve dissolution
rate of the substance.31 The biggest challenge when applying these technologies is to reproduce
the particle size distribution from batch to batch.

1.3 Strategies to formulate poorly water-soluble drugs
The categorization shown in this chapter is important for the understanding of the interplay
between solubility and permeability, which topic will be discussed in detail in chapter 1.5. Most
approaches for dissolution enhancement can be categorized by how the dissolution enhancement
is achieved. Based on that two groups can be created32: one where dissolution enhancement is
achieved by equilibrium solubility enhancement (with the help of solubilizing additives) and the
second where the dissolution enhancement is achieved by supersaturation.33–35

1.3.1 Dissolution enhancement with the help of solubilizing additives
The use of solubilizing additives, such as surfactants, cyclodextrins and cosolvents enhances
dissolution by increasing the equilibrium solubility, resulting in subsaturated or saturated solutions
when the API dissolves from its formulation.
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Cyclodextrins
Excipients such as cyclodextrins are widely used in the pharmaceutical industry, because these
cyclic oligosaccharides can function as solubilizing and stabilizing agents owing to the inclusion
complex formation with lipophilic API substances as guest molecules.36,37 (2-hydroxypropyl)-βcyclodextrin (HP-ß-CD) and sulfobutylether-β-cyclodextrin (SBE-ß-CD ) are on the FDA list of
generally recognized as safe (GRAS list) food and drug additives.38 There are already several
cyclodextrin containing products on the market, such as injections (e.g. Vfend, Bridion) or tablets
(e.g. Brexin), but recent studies state that cyclodextrins could be used even for drug delivery
through alternative routes like buccal, nasal or pulmonary administration.39,40
Surfactants
Surface-active agents (surfactants) are amphiphilic molecules consisting of a lyophobic and
lyophilic portions.41 While as a solubilizing agent they are known to enhance the solubility of
poorly-water soluble drugs, they are also wetting agents. Therefore by adding surfactant to the
formulation matrix it may help to speed up dissolution by improving the wettability of the powder.
They also may help to prolong the supersaturated state of the API in solution by preventing
precipitation.42 In the electrospinning process (especially using alternating current) (see section
1.3.2) the surface tension of the polymer solution is a key process parameter, therefore the use of
surfactants (like sodium-dodecyl-sulphate) might be valuable to improve not just dissolution of
the API but also processability.43
It has to be noted that naturally occurring bile salts are also affecting drug dissolution in vivo. (for
further detail see 1.5.5)
1.3.2 Dissolution enhancement by supersaturated solutions
For understanding the term supersaturation, it is important to keep in mind the definition of
thermodynamic solubility, which specifies that this physicochemical property belongs to the
thermodynamically most stable form of the compound. Supersaturation refers to a higher
concentration reached in solution than the thermodynamic solubility. This means that
supersaturation can be created by dissolving a less stable solid form of the API, which is on a
higher energy level than the most stable crystalline form. The higher the free energy difference
between the forms is, the higher supersaturation can be reached (Eq.1.2-1). Following that logic it
would be desirable to choose the form with the highest energy among the forms. Amorphous solids
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lack the long-range order characteristic of a crystal, resulting in higher free energy than any of the
crystalline forms, leading to the highest supersaturation achievable.11,44
Although the amorphous state might provide a solution for the low bioavailability of poorly watersoluble API’s, the stability of the amorphous form is questionable, since crystallization is
thermodynamically preferred. One of the approaches for dissolution enhancement achieved by
supersaturation is creating amorphous solid dispersions (ASD) containing polymer matrices,
where polymers are responsible for making the API’s supersaturation last longer in solution (and
in solid solution during storage) as well by inhibiting precipitation and crystal growth.45

Electrospinning, an innovative way of ASD production
Electrospinning (ES), previously called electrostatic spinning, is an emerging way of generating
ASDs. This process is able to create nano- and microscaled polymer-fibers from a viscous polymer
solution containing a poorly water-soluble API with the help of driving force of an electrostatic
field. Fast dissolution of the drug can be reached owing to the high surface area, the wettability of
the polymer mat and the amorphization of the API.46

Future Perspectives of Electrospinning in the Pharmaceutical Industry
The efficiency of this technique in dissolution enhancement of BCS II classified APIs was proven
by many formulations developed on laboratory scale.47–49 Being flexibly scalable50–52 and easily
integratable into a continuous manufacturing line electrospinning is a promising technology
producing ASDs even formulations incorporating biopharmaceutics.53,54 So far the downstream
processing of electrospun fibers has been a challenge for the pharmaceutical industry, but recent
studies showed much improvement and many possible solutions on that field.55,56

1.3.3 Exceptional methods to enhance dissolution
Microenvironmental pH-modification
Microenvironmental pH-modification is a possible solution for improving dissolution behavior of
APIs with pH dependent solubility,57,58 since moving pH towards regions where the ratio of the
ionized molecules is increasing in solution results in higher equilibrium solubility (e.g. the addition
of citric acid is able to locally lower pH this way enhancing the dissolution rate of weak bases).59
This formulation strategy is rather unique and cannot be categorized as solubilizing or
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nonsolubilizing, because it is not altering equilibrium solubility of the uncharged API, and it does
not use solubilizing additive either.

Combining solubilizing and nonsolubilizing strategies
During the formulation development of a poorly water-soluble APIs it is usual to employ strategies
that combine solubilizing and nonsolubilizing techniques as well.59 For example the matrix of
amorphous solid dispersion may contain cyclodextrins, or surfactants. 37,60
A unique example for the combination of solubilizing and nonsolubilizing techniques is Soluplus,
because Soluplus as a formulation additive combines different types of formulation approaches in
itself. Namely Soluplus is not only a polyethylene glycol- polyvinyl caprolactam- polyvinyl acetate
graft copolymer, but also a nonionic surfactant. So by being a polymer, it is able to inhibit
nucleation and thereby stabilize supersaturated solutions, and by being a nonionic surfactant it is
able to solubilize the API. 61

1.4 The importance of permeability in the formulation of poorly water-soluble drugs
The previous chapter focused on dissolution of poorly water-soluble APIs, and different
formulation approaches to enhance dissolution. Dissolution and absorption are consecutive
processes in vivo, therefore the formulation approach implemented to improve dissolution may
also alter the absorption step. For that reason the next chapter aims to provide some information
on permeability and membrane transport.
1.4.1 Permeability
Permeability is a physicochemical property of the drug, which determines how quickly the drug
molecules can cross membrane barriers (Eq.1.4-1).22 This kinetic parameter characterizes the in
vivo absorption potential of the compounds, for that reason it is mostly used in the early stage of
drug development for the screening of the drug candidates.
𝐽 = 𝑃𝑚 𝑐𝑑

𝐄𝐪. 𝟏. 𝟒 − 𝟏

J: flux through the membrane
Pm: membrane permeability
cd: donor concentration
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Although many different cell-based methods were developed over the years (e.g. human epithelial
colorectal adenocarcinoma (Caco-2)), the most commonly used permeability assays are based on
artificial membranes mimicking the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). Since they do not contain active
transporters like actual cells do, parallel artificial membrane permeability assay (PAMPA) only
enables the study of passive transport. Although cell-based assays are more biologically relevant,
from the reproducibility, time and cost-effectiveness point of view PAMPA is preferable especially
in the early stage of drug development, where even high throughput screening of the compounds
is possible with fully automated way of PAMPA using 96-well plates. (Figure 1.4-1)

Figure 1.4-1. Schematic illustration of PAMPA which is typically applied in a 96-well plate
format. Reprinted from the website of Pion Inc. with permission

The schematic figure of permeability assay is shown in Figure 1.4-1. The apical or donor side of
the membrane contains the solution of the API of interest in the pH buffer, which is mimicking the
in vivo dissolution media of the drug. The basolateral or acceptor side mimics the condition of the
blood circuit with a pH 7.4 buffer. In order to mimic that the blood circuit constantly delivers fresh
blood, able to take the absorbed drug up and carry it away from the site of absorption, sink
conditions can be used. One of the simplest ways to create sink condition on the acceptor side is
to increase the volume of the acceptor media compared to the donor side. Another frequently used,
but labor intensive method is to withdraw the acceptor media from time to time and replace it with
fresh buffer. It is also a possibility to add surfactants to the acceptor buffer. Namely surfactants
enable the uptake of more compounds from the membrane by enhancing the solubility of the API
in the acceptor chamber.
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1.4.2 Different types of artificial membranes
1.4.2.1 Biomimetic membranes
Lipophilic or so called PAMPA membranes
Parallel Artificial Membrane Permeability Assay (PAMPA) membranes are considered
biomimetic artificial membranes because in most cases they are constructed from phospholipids
like the actual cell membranes (in some cases pure organic solvent is used without the addition of
lipids). Although lipid solutions62,63 dissolved in organic solvents like n-dodecane or n-hexadecane
supported by PVDF filter might seem similar in composition to the actual cell barriers, the structure
of the PAMPA membrane according to recent
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P static solid-state NMR studies might rather

contain the phospholipids in reverse micelles and aggregates form than a bilayer format.64 In the
last twenty years many refinement has been made in the lipid composition in order to match the
exact composition of the human epithelial cells65,66 (or other tissue-specific lipid membranes59,63,67–
69

) and therefore achieve better in vitro-in vivo correlation (IVIVC).70 In the light of Assmus’s

revolutionary findings this development strategy has to be reevaluated. The lipid composition of
the PAMPA membrane seems to be a factor that can truly influence the in vivo predictive power
of the assay, but not because it creates cell-like membrane structure but it fine tunes the
lipophilicity of the artificial membrane.70
In the case of transport through a lipid membrane, there are two aqueous phases separated by an
apolar organic phase; this way the drug molecule has to partition first from the donor into the
organic phase to start diffusing there and then has to partition again into the acceptor phase.22 Only
neutral species are able to efficiently cross the lipophilic membranes according to the pH-partition
hypotheses.71
Passive transport across a membrane barrier is a combination of diffusion through the membrane
and also diffusion through the unstirred water layers (UWL) at the two sides of the membrane
(Figure 1.4-2). Stirring of the bulk aqueous solution can reduce the thickness of the UWL, but
cannot make it disappear. According to literature UWL exists in vivo as well, although it is much
thinner than in case of in vitro assays, especially compared to non-stirred cell based assays.72 While
lipophilic uncharged drugs permeate slow in the polar environment of the UWL, they diffuse
easiliy in the lipohilic epithelial membrane or in its artificial version. In this case the transport
becomes UWL limited. Polar drugs or charged species on the other hand can move fast in the
UWL, therefore their transport becomes limited by the membrane.73
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Figure 1.4-2. Schematic figure of transport through lipophilic membrane

A diffusion cell with lipid membrane aims to be predictive of passive diffusion of the drug
molecules, therefore uses biorelevant conditions, like the pH gradient, and tissue-specific lipid
membranes59,63,67–69, and has shown a good correlation with in vivo human intestinal absorption
data63,74,75 in the case of pure APIs.

Other type of biomimetic membranes
Phospholipid vesicle-based permeation assay (PVPA) is a new artificial liposome based in vitro
model representative for the intestinal epithelium intended for the estimation of passive drug
permeability.76 Permeapad® is also an artificial phospholipid-based biomimetic membrane with a
layered structure.77 In contrast to PAMPA and PVPA, Permeapad® is composed of phospholipids
deposited between two support sheets. As the phospholipids fill the space between the supporting
filters, the vesicles stay very close to each other thereby mimicking tissue morphology. The
support layers also protect the lipid layer from erosion and leakage of lipids into the aqueous
environment.
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1.4.2.2 Non-biomimetic membranes: Size-exclusion membranes
Size-exclusion or so-called dialysis membranes are usually made of cellulose, regenerated
cellulose or cellulose-acetate. Lately poly(methyl methacrylate)78 or ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymers are also common membrane materials.

Figure 1.4-3. Schematic figure of transport through size-exclusion membranes
In the case of size-exclusion membranes there is no partitioning process because the membrane,
the donor and the acceptor side are filled with the same buffer solution; therefore, it measures a
transport speed through an aqueous media, and not an organic phase like lipophilic membranes.
All ionized and neutral species are able to cross cellulose membranes, unless their transport is
limited by their hydrodynamic size. (Figure 1.4-3) According to literature the UWL phenomenon
has to be also considered in case of size-exclusion membranes.79
The cellulose acetate-based size-exclusion membranes are widely used in pharmaceutical research
for characterization of the drug-release kinetics from microdisperse systems80 and for particle size
measurement of aggregates, micelles or cyclodextrin complexes using different molecular weight
cut-off membranes81. Recently, cellulose membranes were also applied in the description of the
liquid-liquid phase separation phenomenon in highly supersaturated solutions of lipophilic drugs.32
Moreover, these membranes are used to model absorption of digested food in the intestines since
they exclude macromolecules (like starch) and only let small digestive products (like maltose)
permeate.
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1.5 Solubility-permeability interplay in vitro and in vivo
Solubility and permeability are the two key parameters for correlation of in vitro dissolution and
in vivo bioavailability results of pure API’s. In case a poorly water-soluble API is formulated the
solubility might be altered when using solubilizing agents. Recent studies state, that not only
solubility, but also effective permeability (Peff) of the API may change due to the addition of
formulation excipients,22 and also there is a certain mathematical relation between the two
parameters.82,83
Dahan and Miller investigated this phenomenon quite thoroughly and found that the equilibrium
solubility is inversely proportional to the intestinal permeability in vitro (measured with lipophilic
PAMPA membrane) and in vivo as well.84,85 Surprisingly, in the case of studying flux across
regenerated cellulose-based size-exclusion membranes, similar patterns in solubility and
permeability were observed when using solubilizing agents on the donor side.25,86 This is an
interesting phenomenon because the transport of pure API is mechanistically different through
lipophilic and size-exclusion membranes.
They categorized the studied formulation additives based on their mechanism of solubilization.

1.5.1 The effect of solubilizing additives
Complexing agents
Cyclodextrins are able to enhance the equilibrium solubility of the API by forming an inclusion
complex with the molecule. The amount of dissolved drug is enhanced this way, but the amount
of the free form of the API, which enables permeation through the membrane does not change,
resulting in decreased permeability.87–91 This decrease in permeability was found to be inversely
proportional to the solubility increase caused by CDs in cases where the rate limiting step of the
absorption was the transport through the lipophilic membrane.92,93 The permeation of poorly watersoluble drugs can be categorized based on the limiting step of transport: unstirred water layer
(UWL) or epithelial membrane permeation.72,73,94 In case of lipophilic compounds where cellular
membrane permeation is very fast, UWL permeation is often the rate-limiting step of absorption.95–
99

While the CDs usually increase the solubility of lipophilic compounds it has been realized that

they decrease the permeability due to the reduction of the diffusion coefficient in the UWL caused
by the enlarged hydrodynamic radius of the CD complex compared to the pure API.100–110
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Surfactants and food effect
Surfactants act very similarly to CDs in vitro, only instead of inclusion complexes, micelles are
formed.82,111 Although the effect of natural (bile salts) and artificial surfactants (e.g.: sodium lauryl
sulphate) on dissolution and permeation has been extensively studied in vitro and results showed
that in case of improved solubility decreased permeability was observed112–117, the first data
proving the existence of solubility-permeability interplay in vivo was only published in 2015.118

Cosolvents
In case of CDs and surfactants the decrease in permeability due to the increased solubility can be
explained by the unchanged quantity of the free form. Solubilization can be achieved by not only
complex or micelle formation but also with the help of secondary chemical bonds.119,120 So called
hydrotropic substances can solubilize this way, but in many cases the exact mechanism of action
is not known. Cosolvents are one of this group. In a recent study PEG-400 was used to enhance
the solubility of carbamazepine. Both in vitro and in vivo results showed the decrease of Peff.121,122
This result proves that the solubility-permeability interplay cannot be always lead back to free
fraction considerations, but it is a general phenomenon.
Although considering the trade-off between solubility and permeability the use of solubilizing
additives might seem pointless, but the role of these substances in bioavailability enhancement is
more complex than that. Solubilizing additives are able to improve the rate of dissolution, therefore
provide kinetic advantage compared to the pure API. They also might be of great use when
supersaturated solutions are created in vivo (e.g.: poorly water-soluble weak bases dissolve well in
gastric fluid, but when transferred to the intestine (pH 5-6.8) their solubility decreases, this way
supersaturated solutions can be created123). Namely solubilizing additives can lower the extent of
supersaturation, this way they might prevent or delay precipitation of the API at the sight of
absorption.90,124,125

1.5.2 The effect of supersaturated solutions
One of the approaches for dissolution enhancement is creating supersaturated solutions via
dissolving amorphous solids. The amorphous state of the API leads to increased concentration,
higher than the equilibrium crystalline solubility of any crystalline form11,44 meanwhile the
thermodynamic solubility is not altered, meaning supersaturated solutions are created. Since
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thermodynamic solubility is not altered, permeability of the drug is also unchanged. Increased
fluxes, compared to results from saturated or subsaturated solutions, were reported in many cases
when supersaturated solutions were used.32,35,102,126–131 These results show that amorphous solids
have a great potential to improve the bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs. It has to be
noted, that this is only true for pure amorphous solids, or amorphous solid dispersion with
nonsolubilizing matrix. Amorphous solid dispersions might contain solubilizing additives as well,
which can hinder permeability.

1.5.3 The effect of microenvironmental pH-modification
Microenvironmental pH-modification is an exceptional solution for improving dissolution
behavior of APIs with pH dependent solubility.57,58,132 However, the total concentration of the API
in solution might be increased, due to ionization of the molecules, which can hinder permeation.
Namely, only the uncharged form of the ionizable molecule is able to permeate by passive
diffusion efficiently.22,62,71,75

1.6 In vitro assays to predict bioavailability and bioequivalence
The previous chapters focused on the description of dissolution and permeation process and the
so-called solubility-permeability interplay in vitro and in vivo as well. The next part of the literature
review is aiming to describe ways of finding a link between in vitro and in vivo data and in vivo
predictive in vitro methods.
The bioavailability of a drug product is the fraction of an administered drug that has reached the
systemic circulation. Absolute bioavailability (F or BA%) can be obtained from area under the
plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) (Figure 1.6-1) as ratio of intravenous (i.v.) and the other
route (e.g.: oral)(Eq.1.6-1). Normalization by dose strength is often used with the assumption of
a linear pharmacokinetic profile.
𝐹=

𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟
𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟
𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑖.𝑣.
𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑖.𝑣.

Eq.1.6-1

In the case of oral absorption, F is a composite of the fraction of a dose absorbed (Fa), the fraction
not metabolized in the gut wall (Fg), and the fraction not metabolized in the liver (Fh).
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The fraction of a dose absorbed (Fa%) is the ratio of the absorbed amount to the dosed amount
(Eq.1.6-2).
𝐹𝑎 =

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝐼
𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝐼

Eq.1.6-2

Usually, Fa% means the final Fa% after one dose of a drug passed through the GIT. To calculate
Fa from F, Fh and Fg data are required. Fg can be roughly estimated from in vitro data or hepatic
clearance (for CYP3A4 substrates). Fh can be calculated from the total clearance and urinary
excretion percent after i.v. administration. Although this method is often used to estimate Fa%
from i.v. and per os data, its result often differs from the authentic Fa% data obtained using radiolabeled drug.133

The equivalence of bioavailabilities from different formulations containing the same API is
referred to as bioequivalence. Even though the API and dose are the same, the plasma
concentration–time profile (Fig. 1.6-1) after the intake of these formulations may differ, due to the
different formulation additives and formulation process. For that reason the confirmation of similar
plasma concentration-time profiles is inevitable before the regulatory acceptance of generic drug
products for BCS II and IV classified APIs.

Figure 1.6-1 Plasma concentration-time profile after the intake of drug product

The bioavailability of the generic drug product (both rate and extent of oral absorption) should be
similar to the brand formulation. The maximum plasma concentration (cmax) describes the rate,
while AUC describes the extent of absorption (Figure 1.6-1). For both parameters the general
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acceptance criteria are the following: 80% of the brand cmax < 90% confidence interval of cmax
(generic product) < 125% of the brand cmax; 80% of the brand AUC < 90% confidence interval of
AUC (generic product) < 125% of the brand AUC.
A standard bioequivalence study employs 12–24 healthy volunteers. From both ethical and
economical sides such in vivo studies should be minimalized. For that reason it is very much
reasonable to use in vitro assays if possible to prove the bioequivalence of generic drug products.
In case of BCS I and in some cases for BCS III class drugs as well regulatory bodies enabled the
use of in vitro dissolution test to waive the in vivo experiments. This is the so-called biowaiver
study. In case of poorly water-soluble drugs however the development of in vivo predictive in vitro
tools that can be used in research and development (R&D ) and also for regulatory purposes is still
a challenge that industry faces today.134

1.6.1 Dissolution testing
The history of in vitro dissolution tests
The first dissolution tests were carried out by Noyes and Whitney. Their observations were
summarized in the equation named after them (Eq.1.2-3). Dissolution test apparatuses were
developed from tablet disintegration test apparatus.135 In the 1960’s basket method was developed
by Searl and Pernarowski, and paddle method was developed by Levy and Hayes (Figure 1.6-2).
After the standardization of these tests they became the part of United States Pharmacopeia (USP)
and they are the most often recommended methods by the FDA.136

Figure 1.6-2 Dissolution Apparatus for USP Paddle and Basket Method.
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The uses of dissolution test and the limitations of its predictive power
Traditional (Ph.Eur, USP) dissolution tests have been used in the pharmaceutical industry to
perform quality control (QC) of manufacturing process for drug products, and to carry out stability
tests after production. Dissolution tests have also been used in R&D to compare performance of
different drug product formulations during the late stage of the original drug development process
as well, as used in biowaiver studies137 for comparing brand and generic products.
Although USP dissolution tests provide a simple, reproducible and cost-effective way of analyzing
final dosage forms, therefore are well suited for QC purposes, the in vitro results often show poor
correlation with the in vivo data138 (according to Suarez the overall FDA acceptance rate of the
regulatory submissions containing IVIVC approaches is around 40% 1), making the use of this
apparatus for R&D purposes debatable.
Because of the limitations of the currently used in vitro dissolution tests several research cooperation has been established between academic research groups and industry139,140 and in the
USA even FDA founded research141 is focused on the development of more biorelevant and
therefor more in vivo predictive in vitro apparatuses.

More biorelevant in vitro assay conditions and assay set ups
Dissolution media: pH, food effect
The most commonly used pH conditions to simulate dissolution in the GIT are the pH of the fasted
state stomach (pH 1.2-2), pH of the fasted (pH 6.5) and fed state (pH 5) intestine.142 In order to
improve the IVIVC, the use of more biorelevant dissolution media, like simulated gastric fluid
(SGF) and simulated intestinal fluid (SIF) containing bile salts and possibly enzymes is a common
choice.143,144
It is worth mentioning that while in case of dissolution tests the pH is rigorously controlled, the in
vivo pH values show huge intersubject and also intrasubject deviation145. Moreover, latest studies
show that even the intake of a glass water along with the drug product can lead to significant
elevation of the pH (up to pH 4-5) in the gastric environment.142
Volume and fluid dynamics
Although USP II dissolution apparatus has by design a working volume of 900-1000 mL, the
dissolution media in the human body according to latest studies is much smaller than that.136,145
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Using MRI, Steingoetter and co-workers measured liquid volumes in the fasted stomach before
and after the intake of 300 mL of water and found them to be 18-54 mL before water and 279-323
mL after water.146 In reality human gastric and intestinal fluids are not in one big compartment but
in small fluid pockets, limiting the amount of media available for the dissolution of APIs.147 The
fluid dynamics in these pockets has been extensively studied lately and it was reported that the
agitation strength in humans corresponds to 10–30 rpm, while the 50- rpm paddle method is most
often used in the dissolution tests.148

Multi-compartmental approach for the prediction of supersaturation and precipitation
Supersaturation is not only a phenomenon created by the use amorphous solid dispersion in the
GIT, but it can also happen naturally for weakly basic drugs. Namely basic APIs have a relatively
good solubility in the gastric environment, whereas after transferred into the small intestines with
elevation of the pH their solubility instantly decreases, creating supersaturated solutions with a
tendency to precipitate. Therefore mimicking the pH gradient through the GIT (from the stomach
to the small intestine) is also a step towards biorelevant dissolution testing.149 While simple set ups
only perform the pH change in one compartment (one beaker), some apparatuses (e.g.; artificial
stomach-duodenum model150, BioGIT151, Transfer Model and TIMagc152153, Gastrointestinal
simulator154) are even using at least two compartments to perform gradual pH change with the help
of a pump system (Figure 1.6-3).

Figure 1.6-3. Multi-compartmental dissolution apparatus (the so-called Gastrointestinal
Simulator)
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In conclusion the dissolution apparatuses of today can be used for reproducible measurement of
tablet disintegration and API dissolution, even using simulated gastric and intestinal fluids, but
they lack the ability to account for absorption and the transfer of solid particles in the GIT.
1.6.2 Simultaneous in vitro dissolution-permeation tests
Since there is an interplay between solubility and permeability it might seem advantages to
combine dissolution and permeation tests, to see the all in all effect of formulation excipients on
bioavailability.

Biphasic dissolution
The most simple set up for simultaneous dissolution-permeation tests is shown in Figure 1.6-4.
Normal octanol and water form two phases: the aqueous phase represents the dissolution media,
while n-octanol mimics the apolar biological membranes. Despite its simplicity this set up provides
a better IVIVC then traditional dissolution tests.155 Although the apparatus is even commercially
available, it has some serious drawbacks like n-octanol is not completely insoluble in water, this
way it is able to form emulsion making the analytical detection in both phases circumstantial. Also
the solid particles can easily be transferred to the octanol without dissolving in the aqueous media
in vitro, whilst in vivo only the dissolved drug molecules are able to permeate.

Figure 1.6-4.Schematic figure of biphasic dissolution apparatus
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Membrane based dissolution-permeation apparatuses
The main difference of membrane based dissolution-permeation tests compared to biphasic
dissolution test that they consist of three phases: one apolar membrane and two aqueous (donor
and acceptor) phases. The use of these tests are especially preferable in case of highly lipophilic
drugs, which are able to stay in the membrane and possibly accumulate there reaching a toxic
concentration in the human body.62 The first combination of dissolution and Caco-2 tests were
published by Mark J. Ginski in 1999.156 Ginski pumped the solution from the dissolution vessel to
the apical side of the Caco-2 cell. Just two years later Kobayashi157 refined this system by adding
a vessel for pH adjustment, this way simulating the pH change in the GIT.
Due to the fact that Caco-2 permeability assay is a living cell-based method, its time and cost
effectiveness is low compared to non-cell-based tests like PAMPA. PAMPA has the advantage
that it is a high throughput screening method based on simple analytical detection, the small
volume of the donor and acceptor compartments in which the experiments are carried out makes
the assay applicable for formulation like creams and semi solid dosage forms63,158, but not efficient
for the most common final dosage forms like tablets or capsules136. Therefore, it is proposed that
a scaled up version of PAMPA could be an eligible way of combining dissolution and permeation
tests.
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1.7 Conclusions based on the literature review and aims of the thesis work
Although a simple dissolution test can be used in biowaiver studies to prove the bioequivalence of
a drug product containing BCS I class APIs, with the increasing number of poorly water soluble
drugs on the market, the need for more biorelevant and therefore more in vivo predictive in vitro
tool for BCS II and BCS IV class APIs is increasing from both industrial and regulatory sides. In
recent years many new in vitro tools have been developed to improve the IVIVC by the
simultaneous testing of dissolution and permeation.138,159 The PAMPA has been shown to be
predictive of passive transcellular permeability71, while having the advantage of being a
reproducible and cost-effective way of testing formulations compared to cell-based assays or
animal tests. Therefore, it was proposed that a scaled-up version of a PAMPA-like setup could
become a way of combining dissolution and permeation testing. Although by enabling
simultaneous measurement of dissolution and permeation, it has the potential to improve
IVIVC160,39.
In case of a development of a new in vitro apparatus the understanding of its working mechanism
in a molecular level can be crucial. It was shown by many publications, that the driving force of
membrane transport through in vivo and in vitro lipophilic barriers cannot be simplified to the
concentration gradient, especially in cases, where solubility of the API is altered, namely by
increasing the solubility, the permeability decreases.111 Surprisingly, in the case of studying flux
across regenerated cellulose-based size-exclusion membranes, the interplay between solubility and
permeability was also observed when using solubilizing agents on the donor side.25,86 This is an
interesting phenomenon because the transport of pure API is mechanistically different through
lipophilic and size-exclusion membranes.
For that reason the aim of the first part of the thesis work was to investigate the universal driving
force of membrane transport through lipophilic and size-exclusion membranes and provide a
mathematical description of it, which is independent from the type of formulation.
The second part of the thesis work aims to focus on the applications of the dissolution-permeation
assays using lipophilic membranes in formulation development. For that reason the effect of
combining formulation techniques came into focus first. While several example in the literature
describes the interplay between solubility and permeability in case of the addition of a single
formulation additive, in reality in case of BCS II class drugs the combination of different solubility
enabling techniques might be necessary to ensure the dissolution of the API. For that reason
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further aim of this work was to investigate the in vitro dissolution–permeation properties of a
complex formulation matrix using solubilizing additives and amorphous drug as well.
With all theoretical knowledge in hand it is still a challenge to evaluate the results of a
simultaneous dissolution-permeation test and translate it to in vivo results. While the comparison
of in vitro dissolution test results are detailed in regulatory guidelines, in case of flux values new
data analyzing methods might be needed to predict bioequivalence and evaluate the effect of
formulation additives on permeation. For that reason it became one of the main focus of this
dissertation to compare the in vitro fluxes to in vivo bioequivalence study results of brand and
generic formulations and develop a new data analyzing method which could help to identify the
effect of excipients on the dissolution and the permeation process separately.
When studying the in vivo predictive power of the dissolution-permeation assays in the literature
it was obvious that flux values have yet been sparsely used as an input parameter in a predictive
model for the calculation of food effect and bioequivalence from an oral dosage form. Although,
it has been suggested that kinetic solubility data may be useful to estimate bioavailability
enhancement caused by the amorphisation of the API,24,162,163 this data has only been used sparsely
as an input parameter for prediction of fraction of dose absorbed and food effect,164 and has never
been used to estimate the bioequivalence of generic drug products. Therefore further aim of this
thesis work was to predict food effect and bioequivalence for marketed formulations by using the
results of state of the art experimental techniques, like kinetic solubility and simultaneous
dissolution-permeation measurements, as input parameters for biopharmaceutics modelling and
simulations, and then to compare the performance of the different approaches.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 APIs
Meloxicam (MEL)
MW=351.403 g/mol
pKa1=1.09 165
pKa2=4.18 165
logDpH=7.4=0.07 165

Figure 2.1-1. Structure of Meloxicam

logP(calculated)= 1.6 166
aqueous solubility: 226 µg/mL (pH=7)165
0.86 µg/mL (pH=1) 165
therapeutic effect: non-steroidal antiinflammatory drug
polymorph used as crystalline reference:
thermodynamically stable Form I
Carvedilol (CAR)
MW=406.482 g/mol
pKa= 7.8167 (weak base)
logP=3.8 168
logP(calculated)=3.42 166
aqueous solubility: 8 µg/mL (25°C)169

Figure 2.1-2. Structure of Carvedilol

therapeutic effect: anti-hypertensive drug
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polymorph used as crystalline reference:
thermodynamically stable Form I
Aripiprazole (ARP)
MW=448.385 g/mol
pKa=7.46 170
logD(pH=7)= 2.95 171
logP(calculated)= 4.9 166

Figure 2.1-3. Structure of Aripirazole

aqueous solubility:
0.17 µg/mL (pH=10)170
therapeutic effect: antipsychotic drug
polymorph used as crystalline reference:
Form X
Telmisartan (TEL)
MW=514.617 g/mol
pKa1(calculated)= 3.62166
pKa2(calculated)= 4.57166
pKa3(calculated)= 5.86166
(for experimental pKa see section 3.4.1)

Figure 2.1-4. Structure of Telmisartan

logP= 5.05 172
logP(calculated)= 6.04 166
aqueous solubility: practically
insoluble166
therapeutic effect: anti-hypertensive drug
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polymorph used as crystalline reference:
thermodynamically stable Form A173
Itraconazole (ITRA)
MW= 705.633 g/mol
pKa=3.87 160
logP= 4.26 174
logP(calculated)=7.31166
Figure 2.1-5. Structure of Itraconazole
aqueous solubility: practically
insoluble166
therapeutic effect: antifungal drug
polymorph used as crystalline reference:
thermodynamically stable Form I

2.1.2 Excipients
Buffer components (KH2PO4, NaH2PO4, NaOH, HCl, KCl, NaCl citric acid), dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), D-mannitol, lactose monohydrate, and n-dodecane were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Co. LLC. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Soluplus® and PVP derivatives were obtained from BASF
(Ludwigshafen, Germany). (2-hydroxypropyl)-β-cyclodextrin (HP-ß-CD, (1135.0 + n * 58.1)
g/mol) with the molar substitution degree: 0.64 was purchased from Roquette Fréres.
Sulfobuthylether-β-cyclodextrin (SBEβCD, (1135.0 + n * 158.2) g/mol, degree of substitution 6.26.9) was kindly supplied by Cyclolab Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary). GIT lipid and acceptor sink buffer
(ASB) were obtained from Pion Inc (Billerica, MA, USA). Neutral Linear Buffer (NLB) was
purchased from Sirius Analytical Ltd. (East Sussex, United Kingdom). SIF powder (containing
bile salts and phospholipids) was purchased from Biorelevant.com (London, UK). Poly(ethylene
oxide) grades (PEOs, with average molar weights of 1*106, 2*106, 4*106, 7*106 g/mol) were
received from Colorcon Ltd. (Dartford Kent, United Kingdom). Hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
(HPMC 2910 with average molar weights of 4*105 g/mol) was obtained from Aqualon, Hercules
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(Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands) and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose-phtalate (HPMC-P with
average molar weights of 4.6*104 g/mol) were purchased from Shin-Etsu Pharma & Food
Materials Distribution GmbH (Wiesbaden, Germany).
2.1.3 Commercial formulations
Telmisartan brand and generic tablets (40 mg API/tablet) were purchased from the listed
companies: Micardis from Boehringer Ingelheim International Gmbh (Ingelheim am Rhein,
Germany), Telmisartan Ratiopharm from Ratiopharm (Ulm, Germany), Telmisartan Tolura from
Krka (Novo mesto, Slovenia), Telmisartan Actavis from Actavis (Parsippany-Troy Hills, NJ,
USA), Telmisartan Mylan from Mylan (Canonsburg, PA, USA). Table 2.1-1. shows the
qualitative composition of the tablets.
Table 2.1-1. Composition of marketed telmisartan containing generic formulations (40mg
telmisartan/tablet)
Name

Micardis

Telmisartan
Ratiopharm

Telmisartan
Tolura

Telmisartan
Actavis

Telmisartan
Mylan

Povidon

Povidon K90

Povidon K30

Povidon

Povidon

meglumine

meglumine

meglumine

croscarmellose
sodium

meglumine

NaOH

NaOH

NaOH

KOH

NaOH

sorbitol

sorbitol

lactose
monohydrate

mannitol

mannitol

magnesium
stearate

magnesium
stearate
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose
(HPMC 3c)

magnesium
stearate

magnesium
stearate

magnesium
stearate

sorbitol

Itraconazole marketed formulations were purchased from the listed companies: Sporanox solution
and capsules from Johnson & Johnson (Beerse, Belgium), SUBA-Itraconazole capsules from
Mayne Pharma (Salisbury, Australia). Table 2.1-2 summarizes the composition of the ITRA
containing marketed formulations.
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Table 2.1-2. Composition of itraconazole containing marketed formulations
Formulation

Dose

Main additive

Load of additive

Sporanox solution

100 mg/10 mL

HP-β-CD

4000 mg/ 10 mL175,176

Sporanox capsules

100 mg/ capsule

HPMC 2910

not published

SUBA-ITRA capsules

50 mg/ capsule

HPMC-P

75 mg/capsule177

2.2 Methods
Table 2.2-1 Summary of the type of formulations and methods used in the dissertation
API

Formulations

Methods

MEL

ES_PVP K90

SEM, DSC, XRPD

ES_PVP K90 HP-ß-CD

pKa

ES_PVP K30

equilibrium solubility

ES_PVP VA64

µFLUX

ES_Soluplus
CAR

ES_PVP VA64

SEM, DSC, XRPD

ES_Soluplus

equilibrium solubility
µFLUX

ARP

ES1-ES8

SEM, DSC, XRPD
in vitro dissolution test
µFLUX

TEL

Micardis

pKa

Telmisartan Actavis

equilibrium
MacroFLUX

Telmisartan Ratiopharm

solubility

Telmisartan Tolura
Telmisartan Mylan
ITRA

Sporanox capsule

equilibrium solubility

Sporanox solution

kinetic solubility

SUBA-ITRA capsule

BioFLUX
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2.2.1 Electrospinning
The polymer and calculated amounts of API were added into 8 mL of the solvent and stirred
magnetically (VELP Scientifica, Usmate, Italy) at 600 rpm until the dissolution was complete. The
electrical potential applied on the spinneret electrode (inner diameter 0.8 mm) was 25 kV (NT-65
high voltage DC supply, MA2000 device, Unitronik Ltd, Nagykanizsa, Hungary). A grounded
aluminum plate covered with aluminum foil was used as collector (20 cm from the spinneret).
Polymer solutions were dosed with 4–8 mL/h at room temperature (25 °C) with an SEP-10S Plus
type syringe pump (Aitecs, Vilnius, Lithuania). The composition of polymer solutions is shown in
Table 2.2-2, Table 2.2-3 and Table 2.2-4.
Table 2.2-2. Composition of the MEL containing polymer solutions
Formulation named after

API

Polymer

HP-β-CD

containing polymer

(w/w %) (w/w %)

(w/w %)

ES_PVP K90

15

85

ES_PVP K90 HP-ß-CD

15

ES_PVP K30

THF

DMF

(mL/g dry (mL/g dry
matter )

matter)

0

4

4

15

70

4

4

15

85

0

4

4

ES_PVP VA64

15

85

0

4

4

ES_Soluplus

15

85

0

4

4
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Table 2.2-3. Composition of the CAR containing polymer solutions
Ethanol
Formulation

named

after API

Polymer
(mL/g dry

containing polymer

(w/w %)

(w/w %)
matter )

ES_PVP VA64

12

88

3.5

ES_Soluplus

12

88

3.5

Table 2.2-4. Compositions of the ARP containing polymer solutions*:
Nr.

PEO (mg)

Mw (106 g/mol)

ES1

50

1

ES2

50

2

ES3

50

4

ES4

50

7

ES5

75

1

ES6

75

2

ES7

75

4

ES8

75

7

*75 mg aripiprazole, 1500 mg SBEβCD, 33.3 mg citric acid, solvent: 5 mL ethanol, 5 mL water

2.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (see section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3)
Morphology of the samples was investigated with a JEOL JSM-6380LA (JEOL Ltd.; Tokyo,
Japan) type scanning electron microscope. Each specimen was fixed by conductive double-sided
carbon adhesive tape and coated with gold–palladium alloy before examination. The applied
accelerating voltage and working distance were between 15 and 30 kV and 10 and 12 mm,
respectively.
2.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (see section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3)
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were carried out using a Setaram DSC
92 apparatus (Caluire, France). (Sample weight: 10–15 mg, open aluminum pan, nitrogen flush.)
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The temperature program consisted of an isothermal period (1 min) at room temperature, with
subsequent linear heating from 25°C to 300°C at the rate of 10 °C/min.

2.2.4 X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD)(see section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3)
X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples were recorded by means of a PANalytical (Amelo, The
Netherlands) X’pert ProMDP X-ray diffractometer using Cu-K" α radiation (1.542 Å) and a Ni
filter. The applied voltage was 40 kV, while the current was 30 mA. The samples were analyzed
between 4° and 42° 2θ.

2.2.5 pKa Measurements
Method A for MEL (see section 3.1)
Spectrophotometric determination of pKa values were performed using the fully automated
SiriusT3™ instrument. In the case of the pure MEL powder sample the instrument’s default Fast
UV assay was used: 5 µl of 10 mM DMSO solution was titrated from pH 2.0 to pH 12.0 in 1.5 ml
ionic strength adjusted water (ISA-water: 0.15 M KCl) under N2 atmosphere at 25±0.5 °C. In the
case of the different kinds of formulations a modified Fast UV assay was used. The ISA-water
solutions were prepared in advance from the formulation samples with a calculated concentration
of MEL equal to the initial concentration during the measurement of MEL powder sample. The
absorbance changes during the titrations were monitored by the Dip Probe Absorption
Spectroscopy (D-PAS) method, evaluation and calculation of pKa values were performed by the
Refinement Pro software attached to Sirius T3. The spectral region of 260 – 300 nm was used in
the analysis and the results were calculated from 3 to 9 replicates in each case.

Method B for TEL (see section 3.4)
An automated potentiometric-optical system (PULSETM, Pion Inc.) was used to collect the UV
spectra in the course of a titration experiment. The optical system consisted of a pulsed Xe light
source, a photodiode array detector, and a fiber optic dip probe that was coupled to a mini-titrator
composed of a temperature-controlled titrating vial, pH electrode, overhead stirrer, and syringe
dispensers to dispense acid (0.5 M HCl), base (0.5 M KOH), solvent (0.15 M aqueous KCl
solution), and/or cosolvent (e.g.; methanol). All experiments were carried out at an ionic strength
of 0.15 M at 25 ± 2.0 °C. Phosphate buffer of 0.05 mM or the linear universal PrismaHT(Pion Inc.)
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were used to avoid any subtle change of the titration curve in the neutral pH region. The pH range
of the titration experiment was set from 2 to 10.

2.2.6 Measurement of the Equilibrium Solubility
Method A for MEL (see section 3.1)
For measuring the equilibrium solubility crystalline MEL Form I (200 mg) were added to 900 mL
of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer already containing the calculated amount of formulation additive, such
as polymer, cyclodextrin or cosolvent (n = 3). The resulting mixtures were stirred at 37 °C for 24
h (to the solution equilibrium). After filtering the concentration of the API in the buffer was
determined by a Hewlett-Packard HP 8453G UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Palo Alto, USA) at a
wavelength of 363 nm based on a former calibration.

Method B for CAR (see section 3.2)
For measuring the equilibrium solubility crystalline CAR Form I (5 mg) were added to 10 mL of
33 mM pH 6.5 phosphate buffer already containing the calculated amount of formulation additive
(n = 3). The resulting mixtures were stirred at 25 °C for 6 h (to the solution equilibrium) followed
by 18 h of sedimentation as recommended in the optimized protocol of SSF method.17,19 Without
filtration the concentration of the API in the saturated solution was determined by the immersed
UV-probes of the μDiss (Pion Inc., Billerica MA, USA) apparatus based on a former calibration.
For the evaluation of the concentrations, 5 mm tips and second derivative spectra were used.

Method C for TEL (see section 3.4)
For measuring the equilibrium solubility, crystalline TEL (10 mg) was added to 10 mL of pH
1.6 SGF and pH 6.5 FaSSIF buffer Version 1 (n = 3). The resulting mixtures were stirred at 37 °C
for 6 h (to the solution equilibrium) followed by 18 h of sedimentation. The concentration of the
API in the buffers was determined without filtering the solutions by the Rainbow Dynamic
Dissolution Monitor instrument (Pion Inc., Billerica, MA) using UV calibration.

Method D for ITRA (see section 3.5)
The SSF method17,19 was used to determine the equilibrium solubility of ITRA in SGF, in pH
6.5 phosphate buffer (FaSSIF blank), pH 5 acetate buffer (FeSSIF blank) and pH 7.4 ASB; (Pion
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Inc., Billerica MA, USA)) at 37 °C. The concentration of the saturated solution was measured by
UV spectroscopy using a JASCO V 550 UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Tokyo, Japan).

2.2.7 Measurement of the Kinetic Solubility (see section 3.5)
The concentrated (1mg/mL) stock solution of ITRA was prepared using 2M HCl solution as a
solvent. 10 mL of dissolution medium were stirred at 200 rpm and held at 37°C by circulating
water through a heating block mounted to a Pion µDISS™ profiler (Pion Inc.; Billerica, MA). The
stock solution was added in 5µL aliquots to the equilibrated FaSSIF or FeSSIF buffer containing
pre-dissolved additives (15.4 mg/mL HP-ß-CD or 300 µg/mL HPMC 2910 or 300 µg/mL HPMCP). To readjust the pH of the media after every addition of the stock solution 1 M NaOH was used.
During and after addition of the stock solution, UV probes connected to a Pion Rainbow™
Dynamic Dissolution Monitor® (Pion Inc.; Billerica, MA) system were used to detect changes in
UV spectra thus enabling the detection of precipitation, which provides information about the
kinetic solubility limit. Light scattering was detected by monitoring the extinction at non-absorbing
wavelengths (400 nm).
In case of FaSSIF and FeSSIF blank buffers where the solubility value was under the detection
limit of the spectrophotometer (400 ng/mL at 261 nm), visual observation of the precipitate was
carried out to estimate kinetic solubility. The experiment was carried out in a 37°C pre-heated
media. Methanol stocks with API content 0.005m/V% and 0.05 m/V% were prepared. The stock
solution (1-500 µL) was added in aliquots to the 5 mL of stirred pH 5.0 or 6.5 media until
precipitation was observed.

2.2.8 In vitro dissolution testing (see section 3.3)
Small-volume dissolution studies for studying ARP were performed using a prototype of “insyringe” dissolution testing apparatus in pH 6.8 phosphate buffer (0.025 Mmol/dm3 KH2PO4) at
25 °C. The apparatus consisted of a disposable 10 mL plastic syringe, a 0.45 μm syringe filter and
a magnetic stirrer bar (10 mm long with a diameter of 3 mm). The whole dissolution experiment
was conducted inside of the barrel of the syringe, while samples were taken from the stirred
medium through the syringe filter placed on the adaptor of the syringe. For dissolution testing, the
prepared physical mixtures or the electrospun samples equivalent to 5 mg of ARP, or the pure
crystalline form of the API (5 mg) were weighted into the syringe. Then, the stirring bar was placed
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on top of the powder, and the plunger was reinstated. 5 mL of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer was poured
into the syringe through the adaptor hole using automatic pipette. Then the syringe filter was
reinstated, and the apparatus was immediately placed onto a magnetic stirrer (Heidolph MR HeiTec, Nuremberg, Germany) without heating and stirred at 150 rpm, at room temperature (25°C ±
1 °C). Dissolution was followed for 60 minutes and two drops of dissolution medium were
carefully taken as samples through the syringe filter at predetermined time intervals. From the two
drops of the sample 50 μL were taken using a micropipette, diluted to 3 mL and analyzed
spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 248 nm (HP 8452A UV-Vis spectrophotometer).
2.2.9 Titration of phosphate buffer and human saliva with citric acid (see section 3.3)
Human saliva samples from 3 healthy man volunteers (aged between 20 and 30 years) were
collected before meal. 5 mL of each sample were then titrated with citric acid at room temperature,
immediately after collection. Series of pH 6.8 phosphate buffers with different buffer capacities
were prepared by diluting a 0.05 mol/L KH2PO4 buffer with distilled water. 5 mL of human saliva
(from healthy men volunteers, n = 3) and pH 6.8 phosphate buffers were measured, then in each
step the weighted amount of citric acid was added to the solution and stirred for 2–3 minutes to
get a homogenous solution, then the pH of the solution was measured (Metler Toledo MP220,
Hungary) at room temperature (25 °C ± 1 °C).

2.2.10 Parallel Artificial Membrane Permeability Assay (see section 3.1)
PAMPA method was used as previously described by Avdeef.71 The PAMPA Evolution
instrument (Pion Inc.) was used. PAMPA “sandwiches” were formed from a donor 96-well
microtitre plate and a matching filter plate (Millipore Corp.; Bedford, MA, USA) with apparent
porosity of 0.76, coated with 4 µL of GIT lipid (Pion Inc.). The initial donor sample concentrations
were about 50 µM. The Pion Gut-BoxTM was used to effect individual-well magnetic stirring. The
plate sandwich was allowed to incubate in the Gut-Box at 25±1◦C for 45 min with vigorous stirring
or 15h without stirring, in an atmosphere saturated in humidity.178 Afterwards, sample
concentrations in both the acceptor and donor wells were determined by UV plate
spectrophotometry. Effective permeability coefficients, Pe, were determined by taking into account
the apparent filter porosity179 and sample mass balance.67
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2.2.11 In Vitro Dissolution-Permeation Assays
In case of every flux experiment in both chambers the API concentration was followed by
immersed UV-probes connected to Rainbow Dynamic Dissolution Monitor (Pion Inc.).
The flux across the membrane was calculated using the following equation:
J(t)=dm/A*dt

Eq.2.2-1

where the flux (J) of a drug through the membrane is defined as the amount (m) of drug crossing
a unit area (A) perpendicular to its flow per unit time (t).
Different dissolution-permeation apparatuses used for this PhD work differ in geometry, therefor
the volumes of donor and acceptor compartment and membrane area is also different (Table 2.25).
Table 2.2-5. Parameters of different flux devices

Volume of the donor

µFLUX

MacroFLUX

BioFLUX

20

900

500

20

13

20

0.78 (8.55 in case

3.80

3.69

vessel (mL)
Volume of the acceptor
vessel (mL)
membrane area (cm2)

of prototype)
μFLUX
Method A used for Meloxicam study (see section 3.1)
In vitro dissolution-permeation studies were carried out using a μFLUX (Pion Inc.) apparatus
(Figure 2.2-1 left). It consists of a donor and an acceptor chamber (20 mL volumes) separated by
an artificial membrane (polyvinylidenfluoride (PVDF), 0.45 μm, 0.78 cm2). In the case of oral
drug delivery, the donor chamber represents the gastrointestinal tract, while the acceptor chamber
represents the blood circulation. At first 25 μL of GIT lipid was dribbled on the membrane surface,
then 20 mL of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer was added into the donor chamber, and 20 mL of sink
buffer (ASB) was added into the acceptor chamber. The solubility of MEL is 267 µg/mL in the
acceptor buffer, which meets the requirement for sink condition, i.e. the volume of medium in the
acceptor chamber is at least three times greater than maximum achieved concentration of the
acceptor chamber.180 The pure drug powder, formulations or DMSO stock solution (5 mg/mL)
equivalent to API load 1.24 mg, 2.08 mg and 2.68 mg (meaning theoretical maximum
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concentration of 62 µg/mL, 104 µg/mL and 134 µg/ml) were placed in the donor chamber. Both
chambers were stirred at 150 rpm at 37 °C.

Method B used for CAR study (see section 3.2)
In vitro dissolution-permeation studies were carried out using μFLUX (Figure 2.2-1 left).
The main parameters were: artificial membrane (Ultracel® regenerated cellulose, MWCO 1 kDa,
1.54 cm2, 18 mL of pH 6.5 phosphate buffer each in the donor and acceptor chamber, 150 rpm, 25
°C. In case of formulations the samples were directly added to the donor chamber at the beginning
of the experiment, while in case of the pure API the drug was pre-dissolved in SGF and the pH
was converted to 6.5 and added to the donor chamber. In both chambers the API concentration
was measured in realtime by immersed UV-probes connected to the Rainbow instrument (Pion
Inc., Billerica MA, USA). 5 mm pathlength tips on the donor and 20 mm pathlength tips on the
acceptor probes were used. For the evaluation of the concentrations, second derivative spectra
were used.
Method C used for ARP study (see section 3.3)
In vitro dissolution-permeation studies were carried out using μFLUX prototype (Figure 2.2-1
left).
The main parameters were: PVDF, 0.45 μm, 8.55 cm2 and 75 μL of n-dodecane as buccal
membrane59, 20 mL of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer donor media, and 20 mL of sink buffer as acceptor
media, 200 rpm, 25 °C. Samples equivalent to 20 mg of ARP were placed in the donor chamber.

Figure 2.2-1. Schematic of Dissolution – permeation devices: µFLUXTM (on the left)
MacroFLUXTM and BioFLUXTM (on the right).
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MacroFLUX (see section 3.4)
Brand and generic formulations of Telmisartan, were tested using MacroFLUXTM (Pion Inc.).
Receiver chamber integrated with permeation membrane, overhead stirrer and fiber optic UV
probe was inserted in the standard 900 mL vessel of USP II apparatus (Erweka DT 126 Dissolution
Tester) (Figure 2.2-1 right). A filter-supported artificial membrane (hydrophobic PVDF, 0.45 μm
pore size, 3.80 cm2) impregnated with 50 μL of n-dodecane was separating the dissolution (donor)
compartment from the receiver compartment containing 13 mL of pH 7.4 (PrismaHT, Pion Inc.).
The experiment began in 850 mL of pH 1.6 buffer simulating gastric conditions (SGF) on the
donor side and then after 30 minutes media in the dissolution vessel was converted to fasted state
simulated intestinal fluid (FaSSIF V1) (pH 6.5) by adding 212.5 mL of specially formulated
concentrate containing SIF powder. Donor stirring was set to 100 rpm, while the receiver stirring
was set to 250 rpm to keep the thickness of unstirred water layer on minimum. The experiment
were carried out at 37 °C.

BioFLUX (see section 3.5)
In this device receiver chamber integrated with permeation membrane, overhead stirrer and fiber
optic UV probe was inserted in the 500 mL vessel of USP II apparatus (Erweka DT 126 Dissolution
Tester) (Figure 2.2-1 right). An artificial GIT-mimicking membrane was formed by impregnating
the filter support (hydrophobic PVDF, 0.45 μm pore size, 3.69 cm2) with 50 μL of GIT lipid
solution (Pion Inc. , Billerica, MA). The membrane was separating the dissolution (donor)
compartment from the receiver compartment containing 20 mL of pH 7.4 ASB (Pion Inc.;
Billerica, MA). In case of the fasted state the experiment began in 200 mL of pH 1.6 buffer
simulating gastric conditions (SGF) on the donor side. For the initial 30 min of the experiment the
acceptor chamber was not connected to the donor chamber. After 30 minutes media in the
dissolution vessel was converted to fasted state simulated intestinal fluid (FaSSIF V1) (pH 6.5) by
adding 50 mL of specially formulated concentrate181 containing SIF powder (biorelevant.com) and
the acceptor chamber was added so that the permeation experiment began. In case of fed state
assays, 250 mL of fed state simulated intestinal fluid (FeSSIF V1) was used in the donor
compartment. No media change was carried out and the acceptor chamber was assembled into the
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dissolution vessel from the beginning of the experiments. In all cases donor (dissolution vessel)
stirring was set to 100 rpm, while the receiver stirring was set to 450 rpm to keep the thickness of
unstirred water layer to minimum and to ensure the homogeneity of solution in the receiver
chamber. The experiment were carried out at 37 °C.

2.2.12 Estimation of fraction absorbed ratios (see section 3.5)
Fraction absorbed (Fa) ratio for the prediction of food effect from the same formulation can be
estimated:72,94
𝐹𝑎 ratio ≈

𝑃𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑓𝑒𝑑
𝑃𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

×

𝑆𝑓𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

×

𝑉𝐺𝐼,𝑓𝑒𝑑
𝑉𝐺𝐼,𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

(Eq.2.2-2)

where PUWL is the unstirred water layer permeability of the drug, S is the solubility and V GI is the
effective fluid volume in the gastrointestinal tract in fed or fasted conditions denoted by
corresponding subscripts.
The food effect prediction approach published by Sugano et al.94 (Eq.2.2-2) was adapted in this
study to calculate Fa ratio for predicting bioequivalence (Eq.2.2-3):
𝐹𝑎 ratio ≈ 𝑃

𝑃𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

×𝑆

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

(Eq.2.2-3)

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

where parameters of the test and reference drug product can be substituted accordingly.
Effective UWL permeability in a particular medium would be proportional to the effective
diffusivity of the API containing complexes (DUWL,eff) and reversely proportional to the effective
thickness of UWL, heff:
𝑃𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑒𝑓𝑓
ℎ𝑒𝑓𝑓

=

(𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 ∙𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 +𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑐 ∙𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑚𝑖𝑐 )
ℎ𝑒𝑓𝑓

(Eq.2.2-4)

where fmono and fmic are the fraction of free monomer and micelle bound API correspondingly
(fmono+ fmic=1) while DUWL,mono and DUWL,mic are the diffusion coefficients of free monomer and
micelle bound drug in the UWL.
The fmono can be estimated as:
𝑆

𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 = 𝑆 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟

𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑠

if 𝑆𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 <

𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑠 otherwise 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 = 1 (Eq.2.2-5)

where Smicelles is the solubility in biorelevant media containing bile micelles and Sbuffer is the
solubility in the corresponding buffer without bile micelles.
In case when cyclodextrins are also present in the solution Eq.2.2-4 could be modified to get
Eq.2.2-6:
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𝑃𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑒𝑓𝑓

=

ℎ𝑒𝑓𝑓

(𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 +𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝑚𝑖𝑐 +𝑓𝐶𝐷 𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿,𝐶𝐷 )
ℎ𝑒𝑓𝑓

(Eq.2.2-6)

where fCD is the fraction of cyclodextrin complex bound molecule (fmono+ fmic+ fCD =1), DUWL,CD is
the diffusion coefficients of CD complex bound drug in the UWL.
and Eq.2.2-5 is modified to get Eq.2.2-7:
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 = 𝑆

𝑆𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟

𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑠+𝐶𝐷

if 𝑆𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 < 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑠+𝐶𝐷 otherwise 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 = 1 (Eq.2.2-7)

where Smicelles+CD is the solubility in biorelevant media containing not just bile micelles and lecithin
but also cyclodextrin.
Chosen parameters and assumptions:
The diffusion coefficient of the free monomer (Dmono) of ITRA and the cyclodextrin complex
(assuming ITRA-cyclodextrin ratio 1:3)182,183 was calculated using (Eq.2.2-8)184. The diffusion
coefficients of the FaSSIF micelles were set 3.6×10−7 cm2/s and 1.05×10−6 cm2/s for the FeSSIF
micelles.72,185 VGI,fed/VGI,fasted was considered 1 during the calculations.
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷𝑈𝑊𝐿 = −4.14 − 0.417𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑀𝑊 (Eq.2.2-8)
Estimation of fraction absorbed ratio based on flux results.
Fraction absorbed (Fa) ratio for the prediction of food effect was calculated using Eq.2.2-9.
𝐹𝑎 ratio ≈ 𝐽

𝐽𝑓𝑒𝑑

𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

×𝑉

𝑉𝐺𝐼,𝑓𝑒𝑑

𝐺𝐼,𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

(Eq.2.2-9)

where 𝐽𝑓𝑒𝑑 and 𝐽𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the measured flux with FeSSIF and FaSSIF being in the donor
compartment respectively.
Fa ratio for the prediction of bioequivalence was calculated using Eq.2.2-10.
𝐹𝑎 ratio ≈

𝐽𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝐽𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

(Eq.2.2-10)

where test and reference are related to the flux measured for the test and reference drug product
correspondingly.
Calculation of fraction absorbed ratios based on in vivo data.
Fa ratio for the prediction of food effect was calculated using Eq.2.2-11.
𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑑

𝐹𝑎 ratio ≈ 𝐴𝑈𝐶

𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

(Eq.2.2-11)94

where 𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑓𝑒𝑑 and 𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the area under the plasma concentration-time curve (24h) in fed
and fasted state.
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Fraction of reference dose absorbed ratio (Fa,ref) for the prediction of bioequivalence was calculated
using Eq.2.2-12.
𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝐹𝑎,𝑟𝑒𝑓 ratio ≈ 𝐴𝑈𝐶

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

(Eq.2.2-12)

where 𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 is the area under the plasma concentration-time curve (24h) for
the test and reference product. When the ratio is around 1 the two products are expected to be
bioequivalent.
Please note that Fa ratio in itself contains dose considerations as well (Eq. 2.2-13). This means that
in case of formulations with different doses like SUBA-ITRA (test, 50 mg) and Sporanox capsule
(reference, 100 mg) the Fa ratio 2 means bioequivalent products.
𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝐹𝑎 ratio ≈ 𝐴𝑈𝐶

𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

(Eq.2.2-13)186

Since the criteria for bioequivalence is determined in AUC ratios (and cmax ratios), regardless of
the dose Fa,ref (Eq. 2.2-12) was calculated and used in this paper for bioequivalence prediction.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 The real driving force of membrane transport through lipophilic membranes
3.1.1 Rationale and aims
The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of formulation excipients and solubilizing
additives on dissolution, supersaturation and membrane transport of an active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API).
Meloxicam, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, was chosen as a poorly water-soluble model
drug and formulated in order to enhance its dissolution using solvent-based electrospinning. Three
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) derivatives (K30, K90, and VA 64), Soluplus, and (2-hydroxypropyl)β-cyclodextrin were used to create five different amorphous solid dispersions of meloxicam.
Through experimental design, the various formulation additives that could influence the
characteristics of dissolution and permeation through artificial membrane were observed by
carrying out a simultaneous dissolution-permeation study with a side-by-side diffusion cell,
µFLUX.

3.1.2 Characterization of Meloxicam Containing Formulations
Morphology
In case of PVP K90 containing ASDs nano- and microscaled electrospun fibers are created (Table
3.1-1). In contrast with these, the ES_Soluplus, ES_PVP K30 and ES_PVP VA 64 samples are not
made of fibers, but spherical beads (Figure 3.1-1). This means that only in case of PVP K90 were
sufficient entanglements of the linear polymer achieved in solution, this way enabling fiber
formation 187, in the other cases electrosprayed samples were produced.
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Figure 3.1-1. Scanning electron microscopic images of electrospun samples
Table 3.1-1. Morphology of Samples
Formulation named after Morphology

Diameter (nm)

containing polymer
ES_PVP K90

fibers

2000-3000

ES_PVP K90 HP-ß-CD

beaded fibers

250-450

ES_PVP K30

beads

3000-7000

ES_PVP VA64

beads

2000-5000

ES_Soluplus

beads

1000-4000

Based on the SEM, XRD, and DSC results (supplement S1) dissolution enhancement was
expected because of the high surface area and the amorphous state of the API.

3.1.3 Physicochemical Characterization of the Pure API and Effect of Additives on
Physicochemical Properties
Equilibrium solubility
From the equilibrium solubility results shown in Table 3.1-2 it can be concluded that the addition
of PVP derivatives (in the concentration range of 351.3-759.3 µg/mL) to the dissolution media
does not change the equilibrium solubility of the API. The addition of HP-ß-CD has no significant
solubility enhancer effect in this concentration range either. In contrast with these Soluplus
decreased the equilibrium solubility of MEL significantly. This phenomenon could be explained
by the polyethylene glycol content of Soluplus. Namely, the polyethylene glycol content enables
the formation of a thermoreversible hydrogel by the dehydration of glycol groups. The cloud point
of this hydrogel is effectively lowered by the presence of kosmotropic salts, like KH2PO4, a
component of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer
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. This leads to the formation of a thermoreversible

hydrogel with the cloud point below 37 °C in pH 6.8 phosphate buffer, having the unique behavior
of becoming a clear solution by cooling below the cloud point. In this turbid hydrogel at 37 °C the
solubility of the API is only 25.4 µg/mL, and it is not dependent from the concentration of Soluplus
in the range of 351.3-759.3 µg/mL, meaning that the solubility of polymer is lower than 351.1
µg/mL under these conditions.
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The addition of DMSO to the buffer causes the equilibrium solubility to increase by more than
300%. The change in solubility is directly proportional to the amount of DMSO added.

Table 3.1-2. Equilibrium Solubility of Pure MEL in 0.05 mol/dm3 KH2PO4 Buffer and in the
Presence of Additives at 37 °C
additive concentration
additives

(µg/mL)

equilibrium solubility of MEL (µg/mL)

pure MEL

0

66.8 ± 5.7

PVP K90

351.3-759.3*

68.7 ± 4.1

PVP K90 HPBCD

351.3-759.3*

68.5 ± 6.6

PVP K30

351.3-759.3*

66.3 ± 2.4

PVP VA64

351.3-759.3*

59.5 ± 3.0

Soluplus

351.3-759.3*

25.4 ± 2.9

12.5**

202.5 ± 3.9

20.8**

237.0 ± 9.0

26.8**

257.2 ± 8.8

DMSO stock

* in the concentration range of 351.3-759.3 µg/mL measurements were carried out using 351.3

µg/mL, 589.3 µg/mL, 759,3 µg/mL additive
** µL DMSO/ mL buffer

Effect of Cosolvent and Polymer Additives on pKa
The knowledge of pKa values is essential when investigating dissolution-permeation
characteristics, since not only the solubility of the API, but also the permeability depends on its
molecular form(s) present under the studied circumstances. Therefore, determination of the pKa
values of pure MEL and its formulations was performed.

Table 3.1-3. Predicted, Measured and Extrapolated pKa Values of Meloxicam and its Formulations
pKa,1

pKa,2

number of replicates

0.47

4.47

-

predicted*
pure meloxicam
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measured
pure meloxicam

1.07 ± 0.025

4.09 ± 0.021

3

ES_PVP K90

1.11 ± 0.035

4.09 ± 0.022

3

ES_PVP K90 HPBCD

1.11 ± 0.018

4.09 ± 0.015

9

ES_PVP K30

1.09 ± 0.033

4.08 ± 0.026

9

ES_PVP VA64

1.11 ± 0.037

4.09 ± 0.015

9

ES_Soluplus

1.09 ± 0.078

4.09 ± 0.027

5

extrapolated from measured pKa in presence of DMSO **
0% DMSO

1.19±0.02

4.13±0.01

19

* prediction was performed by MarvinSketch v.15.10.12.0 Software
** see results of pKa measurement and extrapolation in supporting information S1

According to the prediction software only one pKa (assigned to the weak acidic hydroxyl group)
is expected in the pH range of 3-12. The pKa results of UV-pH titration for pure MEL in aqueous
media (Table 3.1-3) show pKa,2 with the value of 4.09, which can be assigned to the weak acidic
hydroxyl group (as predicted) considering the measured and ionization- logP profile of the
compound in aqueous media (see in supporting information S1).
For determining the effect of polymer additives on pKa, the measurement was carried out using the
solutions of formulations. From Table 3.1-3 it can be concluded, that polymer additives do not
influence pKa when compared to the values measured without cosolvent or additives. In case of
HP-ß-CD the results show no effect either, which indicates that the cyclodextrin and the API does
not form strongly-bound inclusion complex. This conclusion is supported by the equilibrium
solubility results (Table 3.1-2), where also no solubilizing effect could be detected at pH 6.8.
While as Table 3.1-3 showed polymers did not affect the ionization constant, in case of using
cosolvents it is expected to influence the measured pKa based on the literature. 22,188–190 Thus, the
extrapolated pKa value using Yasuda-Shedlovsky method was in agreement with aqueous
measurements (4.13), the slope in the psKa,2- DMSO (%) diagram (see in supporting information
Figure 1) was negative meaning that increasing the content of cosolvent (DMSO) increased the
acidity and so the pKa of the acid was decreasing. This is an unusual behavior for a weak acid,
because addition of organic solvent usually results in increased apparent psKa.22 The decrease in
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apparent psKa and the extreme increase in the solubility in presence of DMSO can be explained
with the DMSO binding to the drug molecule.22
3.1.4 In Vitro Dissolution-Permeation Study on µFLUX Platform
For every formulation 3 different loads were applied with the theoretical maximum concentration
of 62 µg/mL, 104 µg/mL, 134 µg/mL in the donor chamber. In case of pure MEL only 62 µg/mL
load was applied, since higher concentration could not be achieved using the pure crystalline form.
From dissolution profiles in the donor chambers (Figure 3.1-2) it is evident that for all
formulations the dissolved amount of drug was over 90% for all studied loads meaning a
significant improvement in the dissolution rate compared to the crystalline API. Among the five
dissolution profiles of ES formulations there are only slight differences. From the Soluplus and
PVP VA 64 containing formulations the drug dissolves slightly faster than from HP-ß-CD
containing formulation. In case of 62 µg/mL load, the solutions in the donor chambers are slightly
subsaturated (see solubility in Table 3.1-2). However the dissolution of the API from all
formulations improved with more than 100% compared to the crystalline MEL, the flux through
the membrane did not change significantly from supersaturated solutions obtained from
formulations, except for the Soluplus containing formulation.
When applying 104 µg/mL or 134 µg/mL loads in the donor chamber from all formulations,
supersaturated solutions are created. The flux through the membrane in the case of Soluplus
containing formulation is nearly twice as much as from formulations made of PVP derivatives,
which is in agreement with the degree of supersaturation created in donor chambers from different
formulations.
However, based on the solubility results (Table 3.1-2) from DMSO stock solutions only
subsaturated solutions are formed: the flux from these solution is just slightly lower than from PVP
containing supersaturated solutions.
k30
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donor concentration (µg/mL)

Figure 3.1-2. API concentration in the donor (left) and the acceptor (right) compartments ( (a)
62 µg/mL, (b) 104 µg/mL, (c) 134 µg/mL API load, 0.05 mol/dm3 KH2PO4 buffer in the donor
compartment, GIT membrane, sink buffer as acceptor (ASB), 150 rpm, 37 °C).
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3.1.5 Discussion on the Results of in Vitro Dissolution-Permeation Study on µFLUX Platform
Concentration Gradient and Supersaturation: the Effect of Polymer Additives
Transport model for pure API’s depicting two aqueous cells separated by a membrane barrier can
be described by Eq.3.1-1:
J = Pe (cd-ca) (Eq.3.1-1),22
where J is the flux, cd is the concentration in the donor solution, ca is the concentration in the
acceptor solution, Pe is the effective permeability of the API From Eq.3.1-1 the flux is directly
proportional to the difference in concentrations, and the coefficient of proportionality is effective
permeability. Effective permeability can be defined by considering the total resistance (1/P e)
formed by the membrane barrier, which can be described as the sum of the resistance of the
membrane (1/Pm) and the resistance of unstirred water layer on the surface of the membrane
(1/PUWL):
1
𝑃𝑒

1

=𝑃 +𝑃
𝑚

1
𝑈𝑊𝐿

(Eq.3.1-2),22

In case of ionized drug with efficient stirring on both side of the membrane, the rate determining
step is permeation through membrane, rather than permeation through unstirred water layer. For
this reason Pm can be considered as the total effective permeability of the drug.
At the very beginning of the dissolution-permeation experiments there is no API in the acceptor
chamber, this is the reason why an assumption can be made, that the concentration of the API is
zero in the acceptor chamber, meaning the flux only depends on the concentration in the donor
compartment:
J= Pecd (Eq.3.1-3)
Based on Eq.3.1-3 the flux results of MEL containing ASDs are shown in Figure 3.1-3 as a
function of concentration reached in the donor chamber. The slopes of lines are equal to effective
permeability.
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Figure 3.1-3. Diffusive flux of pure MEL and MEL containing ASDs at 37°C as a function of
concentration in the donor chamber.

Table 3.1-4. The Equation and R2 of Lines from Flux-c Diagram Shown in Figure 3.1-3.
additive

equation

R2

PVP K90

f=0.0008c+ 0.00126

0.9992

PVP K90 HPBCD

f=0.0008c+ 0.0089

0.9999

PVP K30

f=0.0006c+ 0.0206

0.9941

PVP VA64

f=0.0008c- 0.0044

0.9950

Soluplus

f=0.0021c- 0.0437

0.9985

DMSO stock

f=0.0005c+ 0.0208

0.9352

* f stands for flux, and c stands for concentration measured in the donor chamber
The flux is directly proportional to the API concentration in case of every formulation (see R 2 in
Table 3.1-4). From Figure 3.1-3 it can be seen, that linear fit lines of PVP derivative containing
formulations are very similar. According to homogeneity of slopes test, the slopes of these lines
are not significantly different meaning that the coefficient of proportionality, i.e. effective
permeability does not differ in these cases. In contrast the line of Soluplus containing ASD is
drastically different from other ones. The slope of this outstanding formulation is almost three
times greater than the others, meaning the effective permeability is three times higher in that case,
than in case of PVP derivatives. This means that Eq.3.1-3 is valid for each formulation separately,
but not universally applicable for all formulations, because the effective permeability is not a
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constant. For this phenomenon there are two possible explanations. The first one is, that Soluplus
has an effect on membrane integrity or is able to make the unstirred water layer (UWL) thinner.
For the investigation of this effect Parallel Artificial Membrane Permeability Assay was carried
out with 3 different model drugs (see in supporting information S1). The results of these tests
showed that simply adding Soluplus in the donor buffer does not change the membrane integrity
or UWL thickness.
The other possibility, for the explanation of the increased permeability of MEL in the presence of
Soluplus, is the so called solubility-permeability interplay. Namely the decrease in solubility
(Table 3.1-2) results in the increase of the partition coefficient, which causes the increase of
permeability as well.102

Figure 3.1-4. Transport model diagram, depicting two aqueous chambers separated by a membrane
barrier. The drug molecules are introduced in the donor chamber in formulation.
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To find the universal driving force of membrane transport, independent from the type of
formulation, mathematical description is needed, which takes into account the solubilitypermeability trade-off as well. For that reason the driving force is derived from Fick’s first law
without any assumption on solubility or permeability being constant.
J=Dm

𝑑𝑐𝑚
𝑑𝑥

=Dm

0 −𝑐 ℎ
𝑐𝑚
𝑚

(Eq.3.1-4)

ℎ

where c0m and chm are the concentrations of the uncharged form of the solute within the membrane
at the two water–membrane boundaries (Figure 3.1-4) and where Dm is the diffusivity of the solute
within the membrane.
The partition coefficient between donor compartment and membrane for steady state: Kd1, is given
by
𝑐∗

Kd1= 𝑐𝑚∗ =
𝐷

0
𝑐𝑚

𝑐𝐷

(Eq.3.1-5)

where Kd1 is the partition coefficient between donor compartment and membrane for steady state,
cD is the concentration in the donor chamber, * is the property at saturation.
Kd2=

∗
𝑐𝑚
∗
𝑐𝐴

=

ℎ
𝑐𝑚

𝑐𝐴

(Eq.3.1-6)

where Kd2 is the partition coefficient between acceptor compartment and membrane for steady
state, cA is the concentration in the donor chamber, * is the property at saturation.
0
From Eq.3.1-5 𝑐𝑚
can be expressed as:
0
𝑐𝑚
=

∗
𝑐𝑚

∗ 𝑐𝐷
𝑐𝐷

(Eq.3.1-7)

ℎ
From Eq.3.1-6 𝑐𝑚
can be expressed as:
ℎ
𝑐𝑚
=

∗
𝑐𝑚

∗ 𝑐𝐴
𝑐𝐴

(Eq.3.1-8.)

If Eq.3.1-7 and Eq.3.1-8 is substituted to Eq.3.1-4:
J=

∗
𝐷𝑚 𝑐𝑚

ℎ

( 𝑐 ∗ 𝑐𝐷 −
𝐷

∗
𝑐𝑚
∗
𝑐𝐴

∗ 𝑐
𝐷𝑚 𝑐𝑚
𝐷

𝑐𝐴 )=

ℎ

𝑐

(𝑐 ∗ − 𝑐𝐴∗ ) (Eq.3.1-9)
𝐷

𝐴

From Eq.3.1-9 it can be concluded, that the real driving force of membrane transport is the
difference between the relative concentrations in the donor and acceptor compartments. This
difference is directly proportional to the flux, and the coefficient of proportionality is

𝐷𝑚∗𝑐∗

𝑚

ℎ

. This

coefficient of proportionality is a constant for a specific API, when a specific membrane is used.
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This constant (B) can be defined for each API separately, like permeability, except B’s (Eq.3.110) value does not depend on the solubility of the API in donor and acceptor compartment.
𝐷𝑚∗𝑐∗

𝐵=

𝑚

ℎ

(Eq.3.1-10)

Considering that solubility in the donor could be influenced by formulation additives, Eq.3.1-11
could be used for expressing flux, when measuring formulations and not just the pure API.
𝑐

𝑐

J=B(𝑐𝐷∗ − 𝑐𝐴∗ ) (Eq.3.1-11)
𝐷

𝐴

When using sink condition in the acceptor chamber the relative concentration in the acceptor
becomes negligible compared to
formulations

𝑐𝐴
∗
𝑐𝐴

𝑐𝐷
∗
𝑐𝐷

. In case of every flux measurement from MEL containing

was found less than 0.01, which results in less than 1% error when neglecting it.

For that reason the flux results of MEL containing ASDs are shown in Figure 3.1-5 as a function
of only cD/cD*.

Figure 3.1-5. Diffusive flux of pure MEL and MEL containing ASDs at 37°C as a function of
cD/cD* (cD* is the measured equilibrium solubility in pH 6.8 buffer in the presence of additives).

Table 3.1-5. The Equation and R2 of Lines from Flux-cD/cD* Diagram Shown in Figure 3.1-5
additive

equation

R2

PVP K90

f=0.0521cD/cD*+ 0.0126

0.9992

PVP K90 HPBCD

f=0.0539cD/cD*+ 0.0089

0.9999
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PVP K30

f=0.0455cD/cD*+ 0.0143

0.9941

PVP VA64

f=0.0472cD/cD*- 0.0044

0.9950

Soluplus

f=0.0522cD/cD*- 0.0437

0.9985

DMSO stock

f=0.1574cD/cD*+ 0.0013

0.8933

* f stands for flux, cD/cD* stands for supersaturation ratio in the donor chamber

For the calculation of cD/cD* values the equilibrium solubility data (Table 3.1-2) was used as cD*.
Figure 3.1-5 shows that, as expected flux is directly proportional to cD/cD* in case of every
formulation (see R2 in Table 3.1-5). Comparing the slopes of lines shown in Figure 3.1-5 with
homogeneity of slopes test, it can be concluded, that the slopes of lines in case of Soluplus and
PVP derivative containing formulations do not differ significantly. This means that the coefficient
of proportionality is

𝐷𝑚∗𝑐∗

𝑚

ℎ

,

is truly constant for Soluplus and PVP derivative containing

formulations. The difference between the formulations is in only the supersaturation ratio, which
is superior in case of Soluplus containing formulation. This can be explained by the fact, that in
contrast with other formulation additives which does not alter solubility, Soluplus decreases the
solubility of MEL (Table 3.1-2), leading to supersaturated solution in the donor chamber even in
case of 62 µg/mL dose.
Concentration Gradient and Supersaturation: the Effect of Cosolvent
Although considering the driving force of membrane transport as the cD/cD* seemed to work for
polymer containing solutions, in the case of DMSO stock solution the slope of line in Figure 3.15 appeared to be quite different according to homogeneity of slopes test. This may lead first to the
conclusion that DMSO has an effect on either diffusivity, the solubility in the apolar membrane or
thickness of membrane. This seems unlikely considering the amount of DMSO in the donor
compartment, and after considering the results shown in Figure 3.1-3, where the line parameters
of DMSO stock solution were not different from the line parameters of PVP derivatives.
This data inconsistency can be solved by understanding the mechanism of solubilization caused
by DMSO. For that reason not only the result of equilibrium solubility measurements but also the
result of pKa measurements need to be considered. The fact that the addition of only 2.68% DMSO
to the buffer causes the equilibrium solubility to increase by more than 300% (Table 3.1-2)
suggests that DMSO not only acts as a cosolvent, but may also be in molecular interaction with
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the API. The existence of this interaction is supported by the result of pKa measurement as well.
These results point to the conclusion that DMSO may have an interaction with the enolic hydroxyl
group of MEL. More than 99% of the hydroxyl groups are deprotonated at pH 6.8, meaning that
this molecular interaction, which causes the extreme increase in solubility of the API, is between
the anion form of MEL and DMSO. To support this theory equilibrium solubility measurement
was carried out on pH=1.0 (see in supporting information S1), where the anion form of the API
is not present. The results show no significant increase in equilibrium solubility compared to the
pure API, which means that DMSO is only able to interact with the anion form of MEL, with the
non-ionic and cation form it only acts as a cosolvent.
While DMSO acts as a solubilizing agent for the anion form, increasing the total API concentration
in the donor chamber, this effect does not increase the number of molecules able to partition into
the membrane, because only the non-ionic form is capable of dissolving into the apolar membrane
22

. For that reason the equilibrium solubility measured in the presence of DMSO cannot be used

as cD*, when calculating the ratio of supersaturation.
For calculation of the supersaturation ratio in the case of DMSO stock solution, the cosolvent effect
on solubility of the non-ionic form has to be measured. While the increase in solubility of the
nonionic form (S0) caused by DMSO is hard to measure directly, because of the low aqueous
solubility of the API, it can be easily calculated from the shift DMSO caused in pKa.22
log S0= log SAPP±Δ (Eq.3.1-12.),
where S0 is the aqueous solubility of the nonionic form of the API (i.e. intrinsic solubility), SAPP is
the aqueous solubility of the non-ionic form of the API in the presence of cosolvent, and Δ is the
pKa shift caused by the cosolvent.
The results of this calculation showed that in the case of 2.68% DMSO content the increase in
solubility was only 9% compared to the pure API. Using these results the supersaturation ratio was
calculated, and the flux as the function of supersaturation ratio was plotted in Figure 3.1-6. As
seen from Table 3.1-6 the slope of fit line in the case of DMSO stock solution becomes close to
the other slopes. Based on homogeneity of slopes test the values of slopes do not differ
significantly, meaning that the coefficient of proportionality (Eq.3.1-11), the B is constant for the
API regardless of the presence of additives or cosolvents.
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Figure 3.1-6. Diffusive flux of pure MEL and MEL containing ASDs at 37°C as a function of
supersaturation ratio.

Table 3.1-6. The Equation and R2 of Lines from Flux-Supersaturation Ratio Diagram Shown in
Figure 3.1-6
Additive

equation

R2

PVP K90

f=0.0521*SSR+ 0.0126

0.9992

PVP K90 HPBCD

f=0.0539*SSR+ 0.0089

0.9999

PVP K30

f=0.0455*SSR+ 0.0143

0.9941

PVP VA64

f=0.0472*SSR- 0.0044

0.9950

Soluplus

f=0.0522*SSR- 0.0437

0.9985

DMSO stock

f=0.0397*SSR+ 0.0174

0.8999

*f stands for flux, and SSR stands for supersaturation ratio
3.1.6 Conclusion on the Results of in Vitro Dissolution-Permeation Study on µFLUX Platform
For the dissolution enhancement of MEL three PVP derivatives (K30, K90, and VA 64), Soluplus
and (2-hydroxypropyl)-β-cyclodextrin were used to create five different amorphous solid
dispersions of the poorly water-soluble API. The dissolution-permeation results of the five ASDs,
having the same ratio of API to formulation additives, were compared to the dissolution of pure
API and MEL from DMSO stock solution. The dissolution profiles of the five formulations were
found to be very similar to each other and the DMSO stock, showing great improvement in
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dissolution compared to the pure API. Although based on the similarity in the dissolution profiles
similar fluxes were expected, in the case of Soluplus containing formulation the flux was found
superior, showing that the driving force of membrane transport cannot be simplified to the
concentration gradient. The degree of supersaturation (defined as the ratio of dissolved amount of
neutral drug to its equilibrium solubility) was found to be the real driving force of membrane
transport. It was mathematically derived from Fick’s first law, and experimentally proven to be
universal on several meloxicam containing ASDs and DMSO stock solution.
In the case of DMSO stock solution, defining supersaturation as the ratio of dissolved amount of
API to its measured equilibrium solubility was found to be misleading because of the molecular
interaction of DMSO and the anion form of MEL. Namely, measuring the total concentration of
all the API forms, when determining the degree of supersaturation was not conclusive, knowing
that the non-ionized form of the API is easily able to partition into the membrane, while the
partition of the ionized form into the apolar membrane is hampered. Due to the molecular
interaction the solubility of the anion form of MEL was highly increased by the presence of
DMSO, while the solubility of the non-ionized form only increased by ~9%. It follows that the
degree of supersaturation has to be defined as the ratio of dissolved amount of uncharged API to
its equilibrium solubility.
The results of dissolution-permeation studies exemplify well that formulation additives can have
an effect on solubility-permeability interplay in a way that only by physicochemical
characterization can be fully understood. Although the mechanism of action is difficult to
determine in the case of every excipient, the flux measurements reflect the combination of all these
effects. This emphasizes importance of the flux measurements during formulation development.
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3.2 The real driving force of membrane transport through size-exclusion membranes
The previous chapter described the driving force of transport for lipophilic membranes. While
lipophilic membranes may be biomimetic, therefore widely used in the pharmaceutical industry,
because of their price and complexity the question arise whether they can be replaced with more
simple and re-usable membrane types like size-exclusion membranes.
3.2.1 Rational and aims
The aim of this work is to investigate the driving force of membrane transport for size-exclusion
membranes and provide a concentration-based mathematical description of it to evaluate whether
it can be an alternative for lipophilic membranes in the case of studying drug formulations of the
same API.
Carvedilol (CAR) an anti-hypertensive drug was chosen as a poorly water-soluble model drug. It
was processed to create an ASD by using solvent-based electrospinning and vinylpyrrolidonevinyl acetate copolymer (PVPVA64) or Soluplus® as polymer additives. The load-dependent effect
of the polymers was studied by simultaneous dissolution-permeation experiments and equilibrium
solubility assays.

3.2.2 Characterization of CAR containing formulations
Morphology
SEM images show that with PVP VA64 beaded nano- and microscaled fibers were formed, while
with Soluplus beadless nanoscaled electrospun fibers were obtained (Figure 3.2-1). Changing the
polymer concentration can vary the solution viscosity and higher viscosity favors formation of
fibers without beads.191 The sufficient polymer concentration to enable fiber formation differs for
different polymers. The two polymers were used in the same concentration in the electrospinning
solution (2g polymer/8 mL ethanol): with Soluplus this polymer concentration was high enough
to achieve sufficient entanglements of the linear polymer in solution, this way enabling beadlesfiber formation187, while for PVP VA 64 the same polymer concentration was not enough in
solution, this way only beaded fibers were produced.
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ES_PVP VA64

ES_Soluplus

Figure 3.2-1. Scanning electron microscopic images of carvedilol containing electrospun
formulations (PVP VA64 based on the left, Soluplus based on the right)
Based on the SEM, XRD and DSC results (supplement S2) dissolution enhancement was
expected because of the high surface area and the amorphous state of the API.

3.2.3 Equilibrium solubility
For the equilibrium solubility studies, CAR form I was used because this polymorphic form was
found to be more stable192 than form II, which is used in commercially available formulations.
Compared to literature data on the solubility of form II at pH 6.5167, the measured solubility of
form I is around half of the solubility of the other polymorph. From the equilibrium solubility
results shown in Figure 3.2-2 it can be concluded that the addition of PVP VA64 to the dissolution
media in the concentration range 0–600 µg/mL did not cause a significant enhancement in the
equilibrium solubility of the API. Applying the PVP VA64 in higher concentrations resulted in a
gradual increase in the solubility of CAR. The addition of Soluplus showed a similar tendency of
the solubility curve, except the solubilization of the API started at lower additive concentration.
At 1500 µg/mL additive concentration, the solubility reached with Soluplus was found to be almost
twice as high as the solubility in the presence of PVP VA64.
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Figure 3.2-2. CAR (form I) solubility in pH 6.5 phosphate buffer as a function of polymer additive
concentration
3.2.4 In vitro dissolution-permeability study on µFLUX™ platform
For the two formulations and the pure API, 8–12 different loads were applied with the theoretical
maximum CAR concentration varying from 16 to 250 µg/mL in the donor chamber (for detailed
flux data see supplement S2). From these the results of 3 different loads (16 µg/mL, 55 µg/mL
and 100 µg/mL of CAR) are presented in Figure 3.2-3. They were chosen for the interpretation of
the equilibrium solubility results (Figure 3.2-2). Figure 3.2-3.a shows the results for 16 µg/mL
CAR load, which also defines the polymer concentration to be 117 µg/mL. At this polymer
concentration no significant solubility enhancement was observed in the case of either additive
(Figure 3.2-2). With approximately the same solubilities and donor concentrations (Figure 3.23.a) the concentration-time profile in the acceptor chamber also shows very similar flux results for
the pure API and both formulations. Figure 3.2-3.b shows the dissolution-permeation results for
55 µg/mL CAR loads (403 µg/mL polymer load). In this concentration region of the polymers,
Soluplus already solubilizes the API (Figure 3.2-2), while in the case PVP VA 64 solubilization
is not yet significant. Such API concentration is well above its solubility at pH 6.5, so this
concentration was achieved by pre-dissolving CAR in pH 1.6 solution (Carvedilol is a weak base
with pKa 7.8, its solubility is pH dependent, and in acidic media is higher than in neutral or higher
pHs167) and changing the pH of the solution to pH 6.5 with concentrated phosphate solution
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containing sodium hydroxide161. It can be seen from the acceptor results and from the calculated
fluxes (supplement S2) that while the flux from the pure API and from the PVP VA64 containing
ASD was found to be very similar, the flux from the Soluplus based ASD was found to be almost
halved. Figure 3.2-3.c shows the results for 130 µg/mL load, meaning 953 µg/mL polymer
concentration. At this polymer concentration, both PVP VA64 and Soluplus were found to act as
solubilizers (Figure 3.2-2). Soluplus enhanced the solubility of the API to a greater extent and
resulted in a more prominent decrease in flux than PVP VA64.
In conclusion, the dissolution-permeation and solubility results show quite clearly that enhanced
solubility (regardless of the mechanism of solubilization: micelles or secondary bonds) leads to
decrease in flux results.
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Figure 3.2-3. CAR concentration in the donor (left) and the acceptor (right) compartments (a) 16
µg/mL (b) 55 µg/mL (c) 130 µg/mL API load, pH 6.5 buffer in the donor and acceptor
compartment, size-exclusion membrane (1kDa MWCO), 150 rpm, 25 °C
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3.2.5 Mathematical description of membrane transport for size-exclusion membranes
Description for the transport of the pure API

Figure 3.2-4. Transport model diagram, depicting two aqueous chambers separated by a sizeexclusion membrane. The drug molecules are introduced in the donor as pure API.

The transport of the pure API through porous membrane is most commonly described by Fick’s
first law of diffusion (Eq.3.2-1), very similar to bulk diffusion, except that the diffusivity is called
effective diffusivity to account for the longer diffusive pathway in porous media.
𝐽 = 𝐷𝑚

𝑑𝑐𝑚

=𝐷𝑚
𝑑𝑥

0 −𝑐 ℎ
𝑐𝑚
𝑚

ℎ

(Eq.3.2-1)

where J is the flux, c0m and chm are the concentrations of the solute within the membrane at the two
water-membrane boundaries (Figure 3.2-4) and where Dm is the effective diffusivity of the solute
within the membrane.
0
Considering that the concentration at the donor side of the membrane (𝑐𝑚
) equals the concentration

in the bulk of the donor media (𝑐𝐷 ) (Eq.3.2-2) and the concentration at the acceptor side of the
ℎ
membrane (𝑐𝑚
) equals the concentration in the bulk of the acceptor media (𝑐𝐴 ) (Eq.3.2-3) and

substituting these into Eq.3.2-1, flux can be expressed as Eq.3.2-4. Separating the constant and
variable parameters in Eq.3.2-4, Eq.3.2-5 was created, where the constants were merged into one
parameter called the effective permeability (Pe).
0
𝑐𝑚
= 𝑐𝐷

(Eq.3.2-2)

ℎ
𝑐𝑚
= 𝑐𝐴

(Eq.3.2-3)
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𝑑𝑐

J=Dm 𝑑𝑥𝑚=Dm
Dm

J=

ℎ

𝑐𝐷 −𝑐𝐴
ℎ

(Eq.3.2-4)

(𝑐𝐷 − 𝑐𝐴 )=Pe(𝑐𝐷 − 𝑐𝐴 )

(Eq.3.2-5)2

From Eq.3.2-5, it can be seen that in the simple case when only the pure API is present, the driving
force of membrane transport through the porous membrane is the concentration gradient.
At the very beginning of the dissolution-permeation experiments, there was no API in the acceptor
chamber. This was the reason why an assumption could be made that the concentration of the API
was zero in the acceptor chamber, meaning the flux only depends on the concentration in the donor
compartment:
J=Pe𝑐𝐷

(Eq.3.2-6)

Based on Eq.3.2-6, the flux results of pure API and CAR containing ASDs are shown in Figure
3.2-5 as a function of concentration reached in the donor chamber. The slope of lines are equal to
the effective permeability.

Figure 3.2-5. Flux of pure CAR and CAR containing ASDs at 25 °C as a function of concentration
in the donor chamber

It can be seen from Figure 3.2-5 that in the case of the pure API, the donor concentration was
directly proportional to the flux up to 140 µg/mL. In the case of Soluplus containing ASD, direct
proportionality between flux and the CAR concentration was only true for low Soluplus
concentrations. The slope of the curve rapidly changed around 30 µg/mL CAR concentration,
which equals 215 µg/mL in polymer concentration. This rapid decrease in the slope suggests that
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though the CAR concentration in solution increases the amount of API that is able to cross the
membrane, it is not increasing with the same rate. This phenomenon was most probably caused by
Soluplus micelles, solubilizing the API, but forming bigger aggregates193,194 than the molecular
weight cut-off of the membrane (1 kDa). The polymer concentration at which the slope decrease
occurred was in good agreement with the solubility results (Figure 3.2-2) where Soluplus showed
to significantly enhance the solubility of the API in higher than 300 µg/mL additive concentrations.
Although the increased solubility due to the addition of the non-ionic surfactant might seem a
trivial phenomenon, in the case of Soluplus the effect on solubility seems rather API-specific since
decrease in solubility of the API has been also reported195.
PVP VA64 shows a similar effect on the flux-concentration curve only at higher CAR
concentration (80 µg/mL) and accordingly higher polymer concentration (595 µg/mL). This
polymer concentration was found to be in agreement with the solubility results, where higher than
600 µg/mL additive concentration could significantly enhance the solubility of the API. This
phenomenon is surprising in the case of the PVP VA64 because its ability to form micelle-like
structures in aqueous solution in the presence of API has not yet been reported in the literature to
the author’s knowledge. Although the interaction between CAR and PVP VA64 in aqueous
solution has not been yet investigated, the orienting effect of PVP through secondary bonds with
CAR during controlled crystallization is a known phenomenon.196
In conclusion, Eq.3.2-6 was valid for the pure API, but only valid for a limited concentration range
in the presence of polymer additives. The effective permeability of the API was found to be
changing at higher additive concentration, as a result of solubilization of the API (due to micelle
or secondary bond formation) in the donor chamber. These results indicate that Eq. 3.2-6 could
not describe the driving force in the presence of solubilizing additives.
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Description for the transport of the API from ASDs containing polymers with high molecular
weight

Figure 3.2-6. Transport model diagram, depicting two aqueous chambers separated by a
membrane barrier. The drug molecules are introduced in the donor chamber in formulation
containing polymers instantly dissolving in the donor chamber, but not passing through the
membrane

To find the universal driving force of membrane transport for size-exclusion membranes,
independent from the type of formulation or additive, mathematical description is needed, which
takes into account the solubility-permeability trade-off as well. The driving force can be derived
from Fick’s first law (Eq.3.2-1).
It is important to note that although in the case of size-exclusion membranes the donor and acceptor
chamber and also the membrane pores are originally filled with the same media, when polymer
additives are dissolved in the donor chamber and cannot cross the membrane because of their size,
a modified donor media is created. In this media, the equilibrium solubility of the API can differ
from the solubility in the original buffer. The size-exclusion membrane separating these two
solutions creates a phase boundary on the donor side of the membrane (Figure 3.2-6). In this case,
also the partitioning of the API between the solvents has to be considered (Eq.3.2-7).
𝐾𝑑 =

∗ 𝑐0
𝑐𝑚
𝑚

=

∗ 𝑐
𝑐𝐷
𝐷

(Eq.3.2-7)
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where Kd is the partition coefficient between donor compartment and membrane for steady state,
cD is the concentration in the donor chamber, cm is the concentration in the membrane, * is the
0
property at saturation. From Eq.3.2-7 𝑐𝑚
can be expressed as:
0
𝑐𝑚
=

∗
𝑐𝑚

∗ 𝑐𝐷
𝑐𝐷

(Eq.3.2-8)

ℎ
Considering that the concentration at the acceptor side of the membrane (𝑐𝑚
) equals the

concentration in the bulk of the acceptor media (𝑐𝐴 ):
ℎ
𝑐𝑚
= 𝑐𝐴

(Eq.3.2-9)

If Eq.3.2-8 and Eq.3.2-9 is substituted to Eq.3.2-1:
𝐽 = 𝐷𝑚

0 −𝑐 ℎ
𝑐𝑚
𝑚

ℎ

∗
Dm 𝑐𝑚

=

ℎ

( 𝑐 ∗ 𝑐𝐷 − 𝑐𝐴 ) =
𝐷

∗
Dm 𝑐𝑚

ℎ

𝑐∗

( 𝑐 ∗ 𝑐𝐷 − 𝑐𝑚
∗ 𝑐𝐴 ) =
𝐷

𝑚

∗
Dm𝑐𝑚

ℎ

𝑐

𝑐

(𝑐𝐷∗ − 𝑐 ∗𝐴 ) (Eq.3.2-10)
𝐷

𝑚

∗
Since the pores of the membrane are filled with the same media as the acceptor chamber, 𝑐𝑚
can

be substituted with 𝑐𝐴∗ , resulting Eq.3.2-11.
𝐽=

∗ 𝑐
D𝑚 𝑐𝑚
𝐷

ℎ

𝑐

(𝑐 ∗ − 𝑐 ∗𝐴 )=
𝑚

𝐷

∗
D𝑚 𝑐𝐴

ℎ

𝑐

𝑐

(𝑐𝐷∗ − 𝑐𝐴∗ ) (Eq.3.2-11)
𝐷

𝐴

From Eq.3.2-11, it can be concluded that the driving force of membrane transport is the difference
between the relative concentrations in the donor and acceptor compartment. This difference is
directly proportional to the flux, and the coefficient of proportionality is

𝐷𝑚∗𝑐∗

𝑚

ℎ

. This coefficient

of proportionality is a constant for a specific API when a specific membrane is used. This constant
(B) can be defined for each API separately, like permeability, except B’s (Eq.3.2-10) value does
not depend on the solubility of the API in donor and acceptor compartments.
𝐷𝑚∗𝑐∗

𝐵=

𝑚

(Eq.3.2-12)

ℎ

Considering that solubility in the donor could be influenced by formulation additives, Eq.3.2-13
could be used for expressing flux when measuring formulations and not just the pure API.
𝑐

𝑐

J=B (𝑐𝐷∗ − 𝑐𝐴∗ ) (Eq.3.2-13)
𝐷

𝐴

Usually in the beginning of the experiment, the relative concentration in the acceptor is negligible
compared to

𝑐𝐷
∗
𝑐𝐷

. For that reason, the flux results of CAR containing ASDs are shown in Figure

3.2-7 as a function of only cD/cD*.
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Figure 3.2-7. Flux as a function of supersaturation ratio defined as the ratio of the donor
concentration and the equilibrium solubility of the API in the same media

Figure 3.2-7 shows that the flux was directly proportional to supersaturation ratio (SSR) in the
case of both formulations and the pure API. Comparing the slopes of lines shown in Figure 3.2-7
with homogeneity of slopes test, it can be concluded that the slopes of lines in the case of Soluplus,
PVP VA64 containing formulations and the pure API did not differ significantly (p=0.5303). This
means that the coefficient of proportionality

𝐷𝑚∗𝑐∗

𝑚

ℎ

, is truly constant for Soluplus and PVP VA64

containing formulations.

3.2.6 Conclusion
While polymer additives generally do not act as solubilizing agents, Soluplus and PVP VA64 were
found to increase the equilibrium solubility of poorly water-soluble Carvedilol: the presence of
1467 µg/mL polymer resulted in 68.3 µg/mL solubility in the case of PVP VA 64 and 131 µg/mL
solubility in the case of Soluplus, whereas the CAR concentration of saturated solution without
additives was only found to be 37.7 µg/mL at pH 6.5. Although Soluplus was found to be almost
twice as powerful as PVP VA64 in solubilizing CAR, the amount of drug permeated through the
size-exclusion membrane was found to be significantly smaller in the case of Soluplus-containing
formulations. These findings highlighted that simultaneous dissolution-permeation studies could
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be a useful tool for the selection and optimization of polymer matrixes for ASD-based
formulations.
Supersaturation ratio (SSR, defined as the ratio of dissolved amount of the drug to its equilibrium
solubility measured in exactly the same media) was found to be the driving force of membrane
transport as a result of concentration-based mathematical description in the case of size-exclusion
membranes. It was shown that although the transport through lipophilic and size-exclusion
membranes seemed to be mechanistically different, in both cases the driving force of membrane
transport in presence of additives was found to be the same. This finding may enable the use of
size-exclusion membranes as an alternative to lipid membranes in formulation development (in
the case that the additive cannot cross the membrane).
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3.3 Development of in vitro dissolution-permeation test for buccal drug delivery systems
After the theoretical considerations in the previous chapters, the following part of the thesis work
will be focused on the applications of dissolution-permeation tests using lipid membranes in the
development of drug formulations.
3.3.1 Rational and aims
The aim of this work was to investigate the in vitro dissolution–permeation properties of a complex
formulation matrix using µFluxTM. Various formulation strategies were combined to create
amorphous solid dispersions using electrospinning, sulfobutylether-β-cyclodextrin (SBEβCD) as
solubilizing agent and citric acid as microenviromental pH modifying agent to enhance the
dissolution and the bioavailability of a poorly soluble antipsychotic drug, aripiprazole (Fig. 2.13).

3.3.2 Optimization of the formulation matrix
Taking into account that SBEβCD sodium salt is approved in 6 marketed pharmaceutical products,
it was selected and used to enhance the apparent solubility of ARP, the equilibrium solubility of
which is under the quantification limit of the mass spectrometer (4.93*10-3 mg/L) at 25oC in
distilled water. The use of 150 mg/mL SBEβCD enabled to reach an API concentration in water
as high as 148 mg/L, which means approximately a 30,000 times greater achievable concentration
than in the case of the pure ARP.
ARP is a weak base (pKa =7.46170) and consequently has pH dependent solubility. The solubility
of ARP increases with decreasing pH; therefore, with micro-environmental pH-lowering the
solubility of ARP increases. By adding citric acid to the mixture of SBEβCD and the API, a
concentration of 4464 mg/L was reached at a pH of 4.0, and could be used for preparing a stable
polymer solution from ARP and this is a 30 times greater concentration than without citric acid
(equilibrium solubility of ARP is 430 mg/L in 3.3 mg/L citric acid solution, 25oC (supplement
S3)).
SBEβCD does not have the ability to form fibers without using a polymeric matrix because of the
repulsive forces between the SBEβCD molecules caused by their ionization. Therefore
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) was selected as a fiber forming polymer. It is able to stabilize
supersaturated systems during dissolution, but has a retard effect on dissolution197 as well, which
is unfavorable when aiming to creating a fast dissolving drug delivery system. In order to avoid
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this retard effect, the polymer concentration was kept to the minimum. The concentration of the
API dissolved in the polymer solution (containing SBEβCD and citric acid) was kept constant at
7500 mg/L, because this concentration is close to the achievable maximum, but could be
reproducibly and quickly reached.
Table 3.3-1. Compositions of the electrospun solutions*:
Nr.

PEO (mg)

Mw (106 g/mol)

Electropun fibers

ES1

50

1

none

ES2

50

2

none

ES3

50

4

none

ES4

50

7

none

ES5

75

1

beaded

ES6

75

2

beadless

ES7

75

4

none

ES8

75

7

none

*75 mg aripiprazole, 1500 mg SBEβCD, 33.3 mg citric acid, solvent: 5 mL ethanol, 5 mL water
At first, distilled water was used to prepare the polymer solution, but adding ethanol to the solvent
improved the processability through lowering the surface tension of the polymer solution198
therefore, ethanol and water in a 1:1 ratio was used afterwards.
The composition of the ES solutions were changed systematically (Table 3.3-1) until
homogeneous, non-beaded, thin, and discrete poly(ethylene oxide) fibers were obtained. PEO
fibers were expected to form when sufficient entanglements of the linear polymer were achieved
in the solution.187
During the optimization of the process, the polymer concentration was studied at two levels. It was
found that the PEO with an average molecular weight (Mw) of 2*106 g/mol was able to produce
beadless fibers at 0.75% (w/v) polymer concentration (ES6), the diameters of these electrospun
fibers ranged from 900 to 1500 nm (Figure 3.3-1). At lower concentration (0.5%) no fibers were
formed, only electrospraying occurred. When applying 0.75% (w/v) PEO of a lower Mw (1*106
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g/mol), many beads were found in the product, while at higher Mw (4*106 g/mol, 7*106 g/mol) the
polymer solution became too viscous, making the ES process inefficient (Table 3.3-1).

Figure 3.3-1. Scanning electron microscopic images of the electrospun sample ES6
Composition: 75 mg ARP, 75 mg 2*106 g/mol PEO, 33,33 mg citric acid, 1500 mg SBEβCD in 5
mL EtOH and 5 mL dist. water, magnifications: 500× and 1,000×

3.3.2 Characterization of the electrospun samples
Based on the DSC curves and the X-ray diffractograms (supplement S3) the pure API is present
in form X,199 which is the thermodynamically stable form of the API at room temperature.
Based on the above-mentioned results, drug dissolution enhancement should be expected because
of the high surface area and huge porosity of the medicated nanofibers and the amorphous state of
drug presenting in them.

3.3.3 Selection of the dissolution medium
The dissolution medium was needed to be optimized because of the pH dependency of the drug
dissolution and the micro-environmental pH lowering agent, citric acid, used in the formulation
matrix. Human saliva has the approximate pH of 6.8

143

. The changes in pH were measured as a

function of citric acid concentration in distilled water, saliva and a series of phosphate buffers with
different buffer capacities (Figure 3.3-2). Only the buffer with the highest buffer capacity and the
one closest to human saliva are presented in Figure 3.3-2. In order to be able to study the pH
changes that are caused by citric acid and the API when the formulation dissolves in the biological
medium, the 0.025 mol/dm3 KH2PO4 buffer (pH = 6.8) was selected for the dissolution tests,
because its buffer capacity was found to be the closest to that of human saliva (Figure 3.3-2).
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Figure 3.3-2. Titration of human saliva and phosphate buffers using citric acid

3.3.4 Result of the dissolution testing
For the assessment of dissolution improvement, small-volume dissolution studies were conducted.
Figure 3.3-3 shows the comparison of electrospun nanofibers, physical mixture and the pure API.
Remarkable difference can be seen between the three curves. The dissolution from the nanofibers
was rapid, it reached its maximum (100%) in 3 minutes, while only about 20% dissolution occurred
from the physical mixture, and the dissolution of pure API was less than 3% after 60 min.
Dissolution of the API from the physical mixture was improved compared to the pure API because
of the solubilizing effect of the CD derivative and the pH control, but still only one fifth of the
ARP could dissolve in the dissolution medium. In contrast, from the amorphous electrospun fibers
the total amount of the API was found in solution in only 3 minutes. This rapid drug release means
that by keeping the PEO concentration at minimum (only 4.5 w/w% in the electrospun sample and
0.75 w/v% in the polymer solution) the retard effect of the polymer could be avoided, while this
low polymer concentration still enabled fiber formation by the ES process. The dissolution
behavior of the formulation was dominated by the CD derivative, which means that with SBEβCD
and a small portion of PEO, a “super dissolvable matrix” could be electrospun. To the authors
knowledge this was the first time SBEβCD was successfully used in an electrospun formulation.
During dissolution in the syringe, the API’s concentration cannot be lowered by transports like in
biological systems. Accordingly, precipitation of the drug from the supersaturated solution was
perceptible after 20-30 minutes. At that point, it was not clear, whether this precipitation would
occur also at the places of drug use, as this would largely depend on the API transport through the
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permeation membrane. The pH of the dissolution medium was 5.5 after the formulation matrix
totally dissolved, meaning that 90% of the drug molecules were in ionized form, largely lowering
the chance of membrane permeation. While SBEβCD enables dissolution by solubility
enhancement, it also may significantly decrease the permeability of the API according to the
solubility-permeability interplay. While poly(ethylene oxide) is generally considered as inert
excipient it still might lower the permeability of the API according to literature data200. Because
of these complex effects it was still questionable that the enhancement of the dissolution rate would
be proportional to the enhancement of the permeation rate. Therefore, it was essential to test not
only the dissolution, but also the permeation of the API.

Figure 3.3-3. Comparison of the dissolution of electrospun nanofibers, physical mixture and
pure API (1000 mg/L max. concentration, 0.025 mol/dm3 KH2PO4 buffer, in syringe dissolution
test, 150 rpm, 25 °C, n = 3)
3.3.5 In vitro dissolution-permeation study
The results of in vitro dissolution-permeability study show that the complete dissolution of the
API from the electrospun fibers was reached within only 2 minutes (Figure 3.3-4a) meaning an
ultrafast dissolution from the SBEβCD-based formulation. The dissolution rates of the pure API
and the electrospun fibers differed by two orders of magnitude. During the biorelevant time (30–
60 min in the case of buccal or sublingual formulations) from the crystalline form only 1.5% of
the API was able to dissolve, while from the electrospun formulation it was 100%. In comparison
with the dissolution tests, where precipitation of the drug molecules was perceptible after 20-30
minutes, precipitation, which started here at a similar time point, was much slower and less
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dramatic. After 60 minutes still about 80% of the drug molecules were in solution, this means less
than one fifth of the ARP molecules precipitated from the supersaturated system, while in the case
of the dissolution tests only one fifth stayed in solution during that time. For this improvement the
presence of the artificial membrane could be responsible. Namely, the transport through the
membrane and the precipitation of the drug both could lower the concentration of ARP in the
supersaturated system. Therefore, the transport and the precipitation became competitive
processes, such as ionization and complexation of ARP molecules and as a result the ratio of
precipitated molecules is lower when the artificial membrane is present.

Figure 3.3-4a and 3.3-4b. API concentration in the donor compartment and the acceptor
compartment (1000 mg/L max concentration, 0.025mol/dm3 KH2PO4 buffer in the donor
compartment, n-dodecane membrane, sink buffer as acceptor, 150 rpm, 25 °C)
On the acceptor side of the artificial membrane the API concentration was significantly higher in
case of electrospun fibers than the physical mixture or the crystalline ARP (Figure 3.3-4b). This
significant (p=0.0006) difference between the formulated and non-formulated form could be
noticed from their flux as well. The flux during the first 25 minutes was found to be 767 µg/h*cm2
in case of electrospun sample, while 82 µg/h*cm2 for the physical mixture and 16 µg/h*cm2 for
the crystalline form. This means that approx. 50 times more molecules went through the membrane
from the electrospun formulation matrix than from the crystalline form.
Although there were many factors influencing the solubility-permeability interplay (such as the
use of excipients like cyclodextrin and polymer, the fair amount of the ionized form present in the
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donor compartment, which actually necessitated the dissolution-permeation tests) this way of
formulation not only improved the dissolution, but also significantly increased the amount of
permeated drug molecules. The enhancement of the dissolution rate of the formulation compared
to the pure API and the enhancement of the concentration in the acceptor compartment differ
appreciably owing to the influencing factors mentioned earlier. These results point out how
important it is to study the dissolution-permeation properties of formulations simultaneously, and
not to overlook solubility-permeability interplay, when formulating poorly water soluble APIs.

3.3.6 Conclusions
For the dissolution enhancement of ARP, CD-based electrospun formulation was developed,
which was the first SBEβCD-containing electrospun formulation of the API. Despite that PEO was
used as fiber forming polymer, which has a retard effect on dissolution, the creation of a fast
dissolving drug delivery system was possible by using only 0.75 w/v% PEO (2*106 g/mol) for the
polymer solution. Even that low concentration of PEO was enough to create fine, beadless fibers
by a solvent-based electrospinning process. The API in the electrospun fibers was found to be in
amorphous state and no crystallization was observed even after 3 months.
An electrospun cyclodextrin-based formulation of aripiprazole has the potential to ensure fast drug
delivery through the oral mucosa owing to the ultrafast dissolution of the drug from the
nanofibrous dosage form even in a small volume of the dissolution medium and the enhanced flux
across biological membranes, as shown by the results of the novel in vitro dissolution and
permeation test. For the dissolution test of the formulation the saliva-modeling buffer composition
was optimized. These test results predict a significantly enhanced bioavailability for the
electrospun formulation. The difference in the results of dissolution and dissolution- permeation
experiments exemplify well that with dissolution-permeation tests carried out with μFlux
apparatus it is possible to predict bioavailability more precisely, because with these results not
only the dissolution but the interplay between solubility and permeability is also considered.
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3.4 Comparison of brand and generic formulation of telmisartan with in vitro dissolutionpermeation test
In the previous chapter it was demonstrated how in vitro dissolution-permeation assays can be
used in formulation development of a poorly water-soluble API. The next chapter is going to focus
on applying flux assays in generic drug development for the prediction of bioequivalence.
3.4.1 Rational and aims
The aim of this study was to investigating the effect of different formulation additives on
dissolution and on permeation through an artificial lipid membrane using brand and generic
formulations of a poorly water-soluble antihypertensive drug, telmisartan. Furthermore this
chapter aims to compare in vitro dissolution-permeation results to in vivo bioequivalence study
results published by the developer of the generic products in public assessment reports.

3.4.2 pKa determination of telmisartan
The acidic pKa of the API was found to be 3.05, while the basic pKa-s were found to be 6.14 and
4.37. (details in supplement S4) Meaning that in the pH 1.6 SGF more than 99% of the API was
in di- and triprotonated form, while in FaSSIF around 70% of the API was in deprotonated
(anionic) state, and only around 0.1% was in a neutral state.

3.4.3 Equilibrium solubility of telmisartan
Because of telmisartan’s amphoteric character, its solubility strongly depends on the pH. In the
range of pH 3–8, its solubility is less than 1 µg/mL according to literature data, while this value
increases both towards more acidic or basic conditions.201–203 The solubility of the API in SGF was
found to be 149.5µg/mL, while less than 1 µg/mL in FaSSIF media as shown in Table 3.4-1.

Table 3.4-1. Equilibrium solubility of telmisartan in donor media
Media

pH

Equilibrium solubility
(µg/mL)

SGF

1.6

149.5 ± 3.1

FaSSIF

6.5

0.84 ± 0.4
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3.4.4 MacroFLUX results
MacroFLUX results for sorbitol containing formulations
The dissolution and appearance profile of the telmisartan from brand (Micardis) and generic
(Ratiopharm) formulations are shown in Figure 3.4-1. The dissolution profile for the formulations
showed slow release kinetics in SGF (first 30 minuntes), but after media change to FaSSIF, the API
concentration rapidly reached its maximum. Although this dissolution profile was rather unexpected
from the crystalline telmisartan considering the solubility results (Table 3.4-1) in the donor media,
the rapid dissolution—resulting in supersaturated solution in FaSSIF —can be explained by the use
of the microenvironmental pH-modifying agents in the formulations.132,204,205

Figure 3.4-1. Dissolution (a) and appearance profile (b) of 40 mg telmisartan from brand
(Micardis) and generic (Ratiopharm) formulations
The appearance profiles show (Figure 3.4-1) that in the first 30 minutes of the experiments, no
detectable amount of API could cross the membrane; the doubly protonated form of the API was not
able to permeate through the lipophilic barrier. After media conversion, the transport of the
molecules became much faster and detectable; the presence of even a small amount of neutral
molecules in FaSSIF , namely only the uncharged form of the molecule, is able to permeate by
passive diffusion efficiently.22,62,71,75
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The initial flux (70–100 minutes) through the membrane was calculated for both formulations. As
seen in Table 3.4-2, the sorbitol containing generic formulation perfectly matched the flux results of
the sorbitol containing brand product according to the in vitro dissolution-permeation test.
Table 3.4-2. In vitro initial flux of sorbitol containing generic formulation compared to brand name
Name

Initial* flux (µg/(min*cm2))

Standard deviation (SD)

Ratiopharm

0.312

0.008

Micardis

0.312

0.011

*initial flux was calculated from the concentration-time profile in the acceptor chamber recorded in the time interval of 70–100 min

MacroFLUX results for lactose monohydrate containing formulation
The dissolution and appearance profile of the telmisartan from brand and generic formulation
(Tolura) are shown in Figure 3.4-2. The dissolution profile for the formulations were found to be
very similar to the brand name, showing rapid dissolution after media change.

Figure 3.4-2. Dissolution (a) and appearance profile (b) of 40 mg telmisartan from brand
(Micardis), generic formulation (Tolura), and Micardis in presence of additional lactose
monohydrate
Even though the dissolution profile did not show any difference between the formulations, the
appearance profiles showed (Figure 3.4-2b) that the membrane transport was approximately 10%
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faster in the case of the Micardis than in the case of the Tolura tablet. Since the composition of the
two tablets only differ in the tablet filler (sorbitol for Micardis and lactose monohydrate for Tolura),
the effect of this additive on dissolution and permeation was investigated by pre-dissolving this
excipient (57 mg of lactose monohydrate according to the composition published by the
manufacturer of Tolura) in donor media while measuring the flux from Micardis tablet. Lactose
monohydrate as an additive did not affect dissolution as shown in Figure 3.4-2a, but had an effect
on flux, resulting in slower membrane transport than without it. When comparing the appearance
profile of the Micardis tablets in the presence of the excipient and the profile of Tolura tablets,
overlapping profiles could be seen in Figure 3.4-2b. The calculation of fluxes (Table 3.4-3) also
showed the similarity between the results of Tolura and Micardis with additional lactose
monohydrate, meaning that lactose monohydrate has been identified as the main reason for the
slower membrane transport with the help of the combined dissolution-permeation test.
Table 3.4-3. In vitro initial fluxes of lactose monohydrate containing generic formulation and
Micardis with additional lactose monohydrate
Name

Initial* flux (µg/(min*cm2))

SD

Tolura

0.279

0.012

Micardis+lactose

0.278

0.005

*initial flux was calculated from the concentration-time profile in the acceptor chamber recorded in the time interval of 70–100 min

MacroFLUX results for mannitol containing formulations
The dissolution and appearance profile of telmisartan from brand (Micardis) and mannitol containing
generic formulations (Mylan, Actavis) are shown in Figure 3.4-3. The dissolution profile for the
generic formulations were found to be quite different from the brand, showing much slower tablet
disintegration and delayed dissolution after media change. Though generics showed slower release
kinetics than Micardis, they reached the same maximum concentration after 110 minutes.
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Figure 3.4-3. Dissolution (a) and appearance profile (b) of 40 mg telmisartan from brand
(Micardis), generic formulations (Actacis, Mylan) and Micardis in presence of additional mannitol
From the appearance profiles, it can be seen (Figure 3.4-3b) that the membrane transport was faster
in the case of Micardis than in the case of Mylan and Actavis tablets. The composition of the Mylan
tablets only differed in the quality of the filler: Mylan contains mannitol instead of sorbitol. To
investigate the effect of mannitol on dissolution and permeation of telmisartan, 80 mg of the
excipient (the amount of excipient was estimated, the exact amount was not published by the
manufacturer) was pre-dissolved in donor media while measuring the flux from Micardis tablets.
Mannitol as a pre-dissolved additive did not affect dissolution as shown in Figure 3.4-3a, but had
an effect on flux, resulting in slower membrane transport than without the excipient. When
comparing the appearance profile of Micardis tablets in the presence of the excipient and the profile
of Mylan tablets, it has to be considered that while Mylan only contained mannitol, adding mannitol
to the brand product did not change the fact that it still contained sorbitol. The calculation of fluxes
(Table 3.4-4) showed that by adding mannitol to the brand product, the flux through the membrane
decreased approximately 5% (compare results in Table 3.4-2 and Table 3.4-4). Although the extent
of this decrease did not exactly match the results measured in the case of Mylan, the difference in
the case of Micardis could be caused by the fact that, the effect of sorbitol could not be eliminated
and the amount of mannitol used in the Micardis with additional mannitol experiment was only
estimated. Still, the excipient responsible for the slower membrane transport could be identified.
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In the case of Actavis tablets, the dissolution after media change was found to be even slower than
the dissolution of Mylan tablets (Figure 3.4-3a), and the flux was found to be significantly different
(p=0.0018) from the flux measured in the case of Micardis (Table 3.4-2). This phenomenon can be
explained by the fact that the composition of Actavis tablets differs in the mannitol content from the
brand name, as well as in salt-forming agents and other excipients (Table 2.1-1).
Table 3.4-4. In vitro initial fluxes of mannitol containing generic formulations
Name

Initial Flux* (µg/(min*cm2))

SD

Actavis

0.240

0.008

Mylan

0.282

0.020

Micardis+mannitol

0.294

0.012

*initial flux was calculated from the concentration-time profile in the acceptor chamber recorded in the time interval of 70–100 min

3.4.5 Discussion
This section is to discuss the results and demonstrate that the complex effect of excipients on the
permeation can be more precisely evaluated by plotting late flux values versus donor
concentration. More importantly, this section explains how in vitro flux results can be compared
to in vivo bioequivalence study results.

In vitro effect of additives on permeation
During the development of a generic formulation, it is important to know how excipients affect the
dissolution and permeation of the API. While the effect on dissolution is rather straightforward from
the dissolution profiles, extracting the effect on only the permeation step from dissolution and
appearance profile is more complicated. In this work, the use of late flux value versus donor
concentration diagram is proposed for this purpose. Late fluxes were calculated when the
formulations were fully dissolved in the donor media and the donor concentrations were constant
(150–200 minutes), eliminating the effect of dissolution kinetics from the data. Considering that
whenever the formulation matrix did not affect the permeation of the API, the flux had to be directly
proportional to the donor concentration, a line was drawn between the data point of the brand
formulation (Micardis) and the origin. As shown in Figure 3.4-4, the data point of the sorbitol
containing Ratiopharm formulation fell on the dotted line, meaning that the formulation did not
contain any extra additives affecting the permeation compared to the brand product.
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Figure 3.4-4. Late flux versus donor concentration diagram for sorbitol containing formulations of
telmisartan (dotted line connects the data point of Micardis to the origin)
Figure 3.4-5 shows the late flux versus donor concentration in the case of lactose monohydrate
containing formulations. The data point of the Tolura tablet did not fall on the dotted line, meaning
that the extra additive was affecting the permeation compared to the brand product. The addition of
lactose monohydrate to the dissolution media of the brand product resulted in a data point also
deviated from the dotted line, positioned closely to the data point of Tolura. This way the excipient
responsible for the slower membrane transport could be identified. The results of a previous study
195

investigating the mechanism of how excipients were affecting the speed of the passive transport

through lipophilic membranes showed that solubility enhancer additives had the ability to slow down
the transport. Namely, these excipients were lowering the driving force of membrane transport, the
supersaturation ratio, (defined as the ratio of dissolved amount of the drug to its equilibrium
solubility), which resulted in lower flux at the same donor concentration.
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Figure 3.4-5. Late flux versus donor concentration diagram for lactose monohydrate containing
formulations of telmisartan (dotted line connects the data point of Micardis to the origin)
The effect of mannitol on permeation of the API can be seen on Figure 3.4-6. Only changing
mannitol to sorbitol in the formulation (Mylan) resulted in a small distance from dotted line; this
distance was matched by adding mannitol to the brand tablet. These results showed that mannitol
not only decreased the flux by delaying the dissolution kinetics (Figure 3.4-3), but also because it
had an effect on the speed of the membrane transport. In the case of Actavis, significant distance was
found between the ideal dotted line and the data point, meaning that even after the API concentration
reached the same concentration as the brand, the membrane transport was slower due to the different
formulations matrixes.
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Figure 3.4-6. Late flux versus donor concentration diagram for mannitol containing formulations
of telmisartan (dotted line connects the data point of Micardis to the origin)
Predicting bioequivalence based on the effect of additives
In order to compare in vitro flux results to in vivo bioequivalence data 206–208 shown in Table 3.4-5,
the flux ratios and 90% confidence intervals of generic formulations were calculated from the logtransformed fluxes. The same comparison was made between the in vivo data of the formulations
during the in vivo human bioequivalence studies. For calculating flux ratios, initial fluxes were used
since these reflect more on the simultaneous dissolution and permeation of the API, and not just the
permeation step as late flux does.
Table 3.4-5. Bioequivalence study results from public assessment reports 206–208

Name

Lower Upper
90% CI 90% CI
in %** in %**

AUC0-t
ratio*

Lower Upper
90% CI 90% CI
in %** in %**

AUC0∞ ratio*

Lower Upper
90% CI 90% CI
in %** in %**

cmax
ratio*

Ratiopharm

94

105

99

93

104

98.3

82

109

94.7

Tolura

100.97

119.15

106.33

94.64

106.73

100.5

98.8

119.15

108.53

Actavis

94

107

100

91

104

97

76

95

85

*calculated using log transformed values
** Acceptance range for bioequivalence: 80-125%
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In the case of sorbitol containing Ratiopharm tablets according to the bioequivalence study results
(Table 3.4-5), the confidence intervals of all three in vivo parameters (area under the plasma
concentration-time profile till t (AUCt), and to infinity (AUCinf), maximum plasma concentration
(cmax)) have fallen well within the acceptance range (80–125%) defined by the bioequivalence study
protocol.208 The flux ratio (Table 3.4-6) calculated from in vitro dissolution-permeation test results
showed a perfect match. This way the in vitro and in vivo results were in agreement, representing
that the Ratiopharm formulation was found to be bioequivalent to the brand formulation.
Table 3.4-6. In vitro initial flux ratio of generic formulation compared to brand product
Name
Ratiopharm
Tolura
Actavis
Mylan

Charachteristic
Flux ratio (%)
Lower 90% CI in %**
filler
compared to brand*
Sorbitol
100.1
97.3
Lactose
91.4
87.3
monohydrate
Mannitol
81.6
79.2
Mannitol
92.1
85.7

Upper 90% CI in %**
103.0
95.8
84.2
99.4

*calculated using log transformed values
**Acceptance range for CI in bioequivalent study protocol: 80-125%

The in vivo results of the lactose monohydrate containing Tolura tablet showed no significant
difference compared to the brand tablet.206 In vitro results showed a small decrease in flux, but the
90% confidence interval fell within the acceptance range, meaning that both test results showed the
bioequivalence of Tolura (Table 3.4-5 and Table 3.4-6).
In the case of mannitol containing formulations, the in vitro flux ratios showed decrease compared
to Micardis tablet (Table 3.4-6). The bioequivalence study results of Mylan were not published
except for the fact that it has passed the test, which means the final conclusion was in agreement
with the in vitro flux results. In the case of Actavis, although the flux ratio was found to be above
80%, the lower limit of the confidence interval did not fall into the original acceptance range (80–
125%). The in vivo cmax values showed a similar pattern since the cmax ratio was found to be in the
acceptance range, but the lower limit of the confidence interval was not. Since the formulation was
on the border line of the acceptance range and the confidence interval most probably did not fall
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within the range of 80–125% because of the high standard deviation in the in vivo results, the Actavis
tablet was also accepted as bioequivalent product. 207

3.4.6 Conclusion
The results of the simultaneous dissolution-permeation test using MacroFLUXTM pointed out the
limitations of traditional USP dissolution tests and emphasized the importance of simultaneously
measuring these two processes. The complex effect of formulation excipients on dissolution and
also on membrane transport can be measured.
In the case of additives delaying the dissolution of the API and impacting the speed of the
membrane transport, a new graphical data-analyzing method was proposed to evaluate the effect
of excipients on only the permeation step.
The in vivo predictive power of the simultaneous dissolution-permeation test was demonstrated by
comparing the in vitro fluxes to in vivo bioequivalence study results of the brand and generic
formulations of telmisartan.
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3.5 Prediction of bioequivalence and food effect based on flux and solubility data
The previous chapter focused on the application of flux assays in generic drug development for
the prediction of bioequivalence. This chapter aims to demonstrate that flux and kinetic solubility
results can also be used to estimate not just bioequivalence but food effect as well.
3.5.1 Rational and aims
The aim of this study was to predict food effect and bioequivalence for three marketed
formulations of Itraconazole (ITRA) (Sporanox capsules, Sporanox solution, SUBA-ITRA
capsules) by using the results of state of the art experimental techniques, like kinetic solubility and
simultaneous dissolution-permeation measurements, as input parameters for biopharmaceutics
modelling and simulations, and then to compare the performance of the different approaches.
ITRA, a BCS II class antifungal drug with UWL limited absorption, was chosen as a model
compound. ITRA is a very lipophilic weak base (pKa=3.87)160 with extremely low aqueous
solubility and pH dependent permeability209. The first commercial solid formulation of ITRA,
Sporanox capsules, (Janssen Pharmaceutica, Beerse, Belgium) contain the API in amorphous form
dispersed with hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) on sugar spheres.210 This formulation uses
the advantage of the high surface area of small spray dried particles dispersed on the sugar spheres
and also the amorphous state to improve drug dissolution. The capsule formulation is supposed to
be taken after a full meal,175 which limits its utility as patients being unable to take solid food are
excluded. In contrast, Sporanox oral solution, marketed 5 years after the capsule, has shown higher
bioavailability in the fasted state than in the fed state, and therefore may be advantageous in
therapy for such patients.176
The oral solution contains 10 mg/mL ITRA in a pH 2 media. In order to reach around a four
magnitude higher concentration in solution than the equilibrium solubility of the crystalline drug
at that pH, the formulation contains 400 mg/mL of (2-Hydroxypropyl)-β-cyclodextrin (HP-ßCD).175,176 The oral bioavailability of ITRA when administered as oral solution and capsule dosage
forms was 35% and 10% in rats, respectively.211,212 The absolute oral bioavailability of Sporanox
solution in the fed state when administered to humans was found to be 55%.175,176 Human data also
showed a significant difference between the bioavailability of the solution and capsule forms,
therefore, the solution and capsule dosage forms are not bioequivalent and cannot be used
interchangeably.175,176
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SUBA-Itraconazole (SUBA-ITRA) is a novel amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) containing ITRA
in a pH-dependent polymeric matrix (hydroxypropylmethylcellulose-phthalate, HPMC-P) to
enhance its dissolution and intestinal absorption. Although with halved dose compared to the
innovator product (Sporanox capsules) it has failed to meet bioequivalence criteria, but showed
therapeutic equivalence.213 Currently, it is available in Australia and Germany under the trade
name Lozanoc (Mayne Pharma Ltd.), and in Spain as Itragerm.

3.5.2 Equilibrium solubility assays
Equilibrium solubility measurements were carried out in several media (Table 3.5-1). The
solubility result obtained in SGF was found to be in good agreement with the literature data
suggesting around 4 µg/mL solubility in 0.1 M HCl solution.154,214 The solubility value measured
in pH 7.4 ASB containing surfactants showed that sink conditions were ensured in the acceptor
compartment during the flux measurement. In the case of pH 5 and 6.5 media the solubility of the
API was so low that it was under the detection limit of the spectrophotometer. Therefore in these
cases, kinetic solubility measurements, which were expected to result in several times higher
solubility values than the equilibrium equilibrium solubility215, were chosen to determine the
solubilizing effect of bile micelles and formulation additives on ITRA.

Table 3.5-1. Equilibrium solubility of ITRA in different aqueous media determined by SSF
method
Media

SSF method (µg/mL)

pH 1.2 SGF

5.4 ± 0.44a

pH 5.0 FeSSIF blank

< 0.4b

pH 6.5 FaSSIF blank

< 0.4b,c

pH 7.4 ASB buffer

114.5 ± 0.58a

a) n=3 b) under the detection limit of the spectrophotometer c) intrinsic solubility

3.5.3 Kinetic solubility measurements
Kinetic solubility measurements were carried out in the same media as the donor media of the flux
experiments (FaSSIF and FeSSIF) and also their respective blank media. Additional assays were
done in FaSSIF and FeSSIF media in the presence of formulation additives used in marketed
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formulations of ITRA to evaluate the effect of these excipients on solubility. From the kinetic
solubility results shown in Figure 3.5-1, it could be concluded that the FaSSIF and FeSSIF media
were able to solubilize the API to the same level. It seemed that the addition of HPMC or HPMCP only slightly changed the solubility of ITRA in FeSSIF and also in FaSSIF media. On the other
hand, HP-β-CD addition significantly increased the solubility of ITRA in both biorelevant media
(in FaSSIF p<0.001, in FeSSIF p<0.001). The increase was more prominent in FaSSIF than in
FeSSIF creating a significant difference between the solubility values obtained from the different
buffers in the presence of cyclodextrin (p<0.001).
In the blank media even the kinetic solubility of the drug was found to be under the detection
limit of the spectrophotometer (400 ng/mL). Through visual observation of precipitation the
solubility values were found to be ~20 ng/mL in FeSSIF blank and around ~10 ng/mL in FaSSIF
blank.

Figure 3.5-1. Kinetic solubility values determined in FaSSIF and FeSSIF media with or without
additives
3.5.4 Flux experiments
For simulating the pH change when the formulation goes from the stomach to the small intestine
in a fasted state, a media change was carried out from SGF to FaSSIF. For the initial 30 minutes
the donor compartment was filled with SGF and the acceptor compartment was not yet connected
to the donor. The dissolution of ITRA from the different formulations in the donor compartment
for that period of time can be seen in Figure 3.5-2(left) ITRA added from Sporanox solution stayed
fully dissolved in SGF (476 µg/mL), no precipitation was observed. Sporanox capsule started
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releasing the API in SGF, but after reaching the maximum level of supersaturation it started
precipitating as well. The SUBA-ITRA capsule was only releasing a small amount of ITRA since
HPMC-P, the matrix polymer of the ASD is not soluble in acidic media.

Figure 3.5-2. Dissolution in SGF (left) and appearance profile (right) of ITRA from Sporanox
solution (100 mg), the Sporanox capsule (100 mg) and the SUBA-ITRA capsule (50 mg).

After 30 minutes, the media in the dissolution vessel was converted to fasted state simulated
intestinal fluid and the acceptor compartment was added to the device. Changing the pH triggered
immediate precipitation in the donor compartment for the Sporanox solution and further
precipitation for the Sporanox capsule. The SUBA-ITRA capsule only disintegrated after the
media change was conducted. In all three cases the donor media became very turbid, disabling the
in situ UV detection. For this reason only the acceptor concentrations are presented in Figure 3.52 (right) after media change. Early fluxes were calculated from the linear portion of the appearance
profiles (50-120 min) (Figure 3.5-2 right). Although the dissolution and precipitation kinetics of
the two capsules were quite different, the flux results obtained showed no significant difference
(Figure 3.5-2 (right) and Figure 3.5-3). The early flux of ITRA from Sporanox solution was found
to be ca 4 times higher in FaSSIF than any of the capsule forms (Figure 3.5-3).
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Figure 3.5-3. Early flux results of ITRA from Sporanox solution (100 mg), Sporanox capsule (100
mg) and SUBA-ITRA capsule (50 mg) (donor media: FaSSIF or FeSSIF).

Figure 3.5-4. Appearance profile (a) of ITRA from Sporanox solution (100 mg), Sporanox capsule
(100 mg) and SUBA-ITRA capsule (50 mg) in FeSSIF media.
For simulating the conditions after food intake in the gastrointestinal tract, FeSSIF media was used
in the donor compartment. (No media change was carried out, and the acceptor compartment was
assembled into the dissolution vessel from the beginning of the experiments, meaning the flux
experiment started from time zero.) For all of the formulations, the donor media became very
turbid right after the beginning of the experiment, disabling the in situ UV detection. For this
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reason only the acceptor concentrations are presented in Figure 3.5-4. In the case of the capsules,
similar early flux results were obtained, though the appearance profile of ITRA from the Sporanox
capsule showed a decrease in flux after two hours, while no change in flux was observed for the
SUBA-ITRA capsule. These profiles suggest that ITRA dissolving from the SUBA-ITRA capsule
is in a quite stable solution with a constant concentration of the drug present in the donor
compartment, while ITRA dissolves and slowly precipitates from the Sporanox capsule in FeSSIF
solution.
The early flux result of the API from its cyclodextrin-based solution was found to be superior to
the capsule formulations in the fed state (Figure 3.5-3). The appearance profile of the Sporanox
solution (decreasing flux) suggests precipitation in the donor media. The absolute value of the
measured flux from the Sporanox capsule in the fed state (0.424 µg/min*cm2) was found to be in
good agreement with previously reported in vitro flux experiments carried out in smaller scale
dissolution-permeation set-ups.99,160
3.5.5 In vivo predictions based on fraction of dose absorbed ratios
Part of the gastrointestinal unified theoretical (GUT) framework mathematical model, assuming
that both free drug and micelle bound drug permeate through the UWL by self-diffusion was found
to be appropriate for the prediction of the fraction of dose absorbed (Fa) in cases of lipophilic
drugs with UWL limited absorption, by Sugano et al.72,216
Fa ratios were calculated based on the results of in vitro kinetic solubility as well as based on flux
assays. These ratio values were examined on their ability to predict (1) food effect on different
ITRA formulations, and (2) the bioequivalence test outcome comparing these formulations. All
predictions were compared to in vivo results published by the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
or Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Prediction of food effect based on in vitro kinetic solubility and flux assays.
In the case of the Sporanox solution, the predicted Fa ratios showed a slightly negative (the ratio
is less than 1) food effect, which is in good agreement with the in vivo data (Figure 3.5-5) and also
the recommendation to take the solution before meals176. Sporanox capsules are advised to be
taken after a meal, which seems reasonable considering the in vivo results.175 It can be seen from
Figure 3.5-5 that both in vitro based Fa calculations predict the in vivo behaviour well (positive
food effect, Fa ratio more than 1). It is interesting to see, that while positive food effect can be
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easily seen from the flux results themselves (Figure 3.5-3), it is not so straightforward in case of
the kinetic solubility results (Figure 3.5-1). Since the kinetic solubility values do not differ
significantly between fasted or fed states, the positive food effect can be explained by the fact that
FeSSIF micelles are smaller than FaSSIF ones, and therefore diffuse around three times faster.72,185
The difference in size and the diffusion coefficient explains why the results of the solubility based
prediction also indicate a significant positive food effect for the Sporanox capsule. In the case of
the SUBA-ITRA capsule the manufacturer claimed to have found a reduced food effect as
compared to the Sporanox capsule, and according to information in the patient leaflet, the drug can
be taken regardless of meals.213 Though, the flux based Fa ratio seems to show a slightly smaller
food effect than the Sporanox capsule, according to in vitro based predictions a positive food effect
can be anticipated.

Figure 3.5-5. Comparison of the predicted fraction absorbed ratios (fed/fasted) for the estimation
of food effect in case of Sporanox solution, Sporanox capsule and SUBA-ITRA capsule and the
in vivo data

Prediction of bioequivalence based on in vitro flux and kinetic solubility assays
The SUBA-ITRA capsule containing half the ITRA dose of the brand capsule was found in vivo
to be therapeutically equivalent but not bioequivalent to the Sporanox capsule, because of the
significant difference obtained between the area under the concentration-time curve (AUC) values
in the fasted state.213 The Fa,ref ratio in the fasted state was calculated as a ratio of the AUC94 of the
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test and reference product (Eq.2.2-12) and was found to be 0.68 (Figure 3.5-6). Interestingly, the
values of the maximum concentration of the concentration-time curve (Cmax), and the time when
the Cmax is reached (tmax), of each of the two formulations were found to be almost identical (Cmax
ratio=0.99, tmax ratio=1).213 Based on both in vitro predictions Fa,ref ratios around 1 were
anticipated. From this comparison it can be seen that both in vitro Fa,ref ratios are more in agreement
with Cmax ratios than AUC ratios. This seems to be rather logical since the flux values used in the
calculations refer to the rate of absorption which can be expressed in vivo as Cmax/tmax. Since tmax
values were determined to be equal for both cases, Cmax ratio can represent the in vivo initial rate
of absorption. In many cases not much difference can be seen in the AUC ratio and the C max ratio
during bioequivalence studies because very similar products with the same dose and identical or
slightly different excipients are compared. While the composition of SUBA-ITRA ASD (HPMCP instead of HPMC) might enable the rate of absorption to be very similar to the reference product,
the halved dose and short gastric retention time in fasted state might be responsible for the
significantly reduced AUC value. These effects cannot be modelled by the in vitro methods used
in this study.

Figure 3.5-6. Predicted fraction absorbed ratios for the comparison of SUBA-ITRA (test) and
Sporanox (reference) capsules in fasted and fed conditions and in vivo data from the
bioequivalence study results

In the case of fed state studies in vivo the Fa,ref ratio (SUBA-ITRA/Sporanox) is ca.1 (0.88) (Figure
3.5-6), and the Cmax values are also almost equivalent (ratio=0.93)213, suggesting a similar initial
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absorption rate. Both the kinetic solubility and flux based predictions showed excellent agreement
with the fed state in vivo results (Figure 3.5-6).

Figure 3.5-7. Predicted fraction absorbed ratios for the comparison Sporanox solution and
Sporanox capsule in fasted and fed conditions and in vivo data.

Sporanox solution and the Sporanox capsule were not compared in the fasted state in clinical
studies published by the FDA, so the in vivo data shown in Figure 3.5-7 was taken from a
publication by Brouwers et al.142 In Figure 3.5-7 it can be seen that the flux based Fa,ref ratio gives
a fair estimate to the in vivo results, while kinetic solubility overestimates the positive effect of the
cyclodextrin.
Sporanox solution was marketed 5 years after the capsule by Janssen Pharmaceutica. When
launching the new formulation it was compared to the capsule form.175 Since it was already known
that the solution was recommended to be taken before meals and that the solid formulation should
be taken after a meal, Sporanox solution in the fasted state was compared to the Sporanox capsule
in the fed state. (Figure 3.5-7) Both in vitro Fa,ref predictions showed superior bioavailability of
ITRA from solution, which agreed well with the in vivo results. The in vivo Fa,ref ratio of ITRA
from Sporanox solution was found to be ca 2.5 times higher than from the capsule forms. Since
the bioavailability of ITRA was greater from Sporanox solution, the solution and the capsule were
therefore not bioequivalent products according to FDA.175
Comparing the two in vitro based Fa,ref prediction approaches, it has to be noted that flux based
predictions were closer to the in vivo results when the HP-β-CD containing solution and the HPMC
containing solid formulation were compared. This might be because in vitro kinetic solubility
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based prediction requires that the diffusion coefficients of not just the bile micelles but also the
cyclodextrin complexes are estimated. This estimate is highly dependent on the assumption of the
HP-β-CD:ITRA ratio (in this case it was assumed to be 3:1)182. Moreover, this model does not
consider aggregation of CD complexes or any interplay between CD and bile micelles, although
this may be possible according to the literature.217 It must be also noted that the solubility based
approach requires the investigation of solubility data in each media, both with and without the
formulation additives, which is a more labour-intensive task than performing flux measurements.
It has to be noted that although no exact dissolution data was obtained due to the limitations of the
fiber optic technique in extremely turbid media, it is possible to use manual sampling and offline
analysis if needed in concert with the BioFLUX setup.

3.5.6 Conclusion
This study demonstrated that kinetic solubility and flux values measured under biorelevant
conditions could be used as input parameters for biopharmaceutics modelling and simulations to
estimate food effect and bioequivalence.
Both the kinetic solubility and the flux based prediction methods were highly capable of
determining the slightly negative food effect in case of Sporanox solution, and a pronounced
positive food effect for the Sporanox capsule. The flux based method was able to predict even a
positive, but slightly reduced food effect for the SUBA-ITRA capsule. Superior bioavailability
was predicted when comparing Sporanox solution to the Sporanox capsule, which was found to be
in good agreement with in vivo data published by the FDA. The limitations of in vitro methods
were met when comparing the 50 mg SUBA-ITRA capsule to the 100 mg Sporanox capsule.
Namely, the in vitro methods provided accurate information about the rate of absorption, but were
not able to predict the reduced AUC values caused by the halved dose and shorter gastric retention
in the fasted state.
Comparing the in vitro flux and solubility based Fa prediction methods, it was observed that in the
case of complex media containing bile micelles and cyclodextrins it is advantageous to use the
flux based prediction. This model only uses the measured flux values, while solubility based
prediction requires accurate assumptions about the fraction of drug solubilized by micelles,
complexation, and also the diffusivity of these species through the UWL.
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It could also be concluded that flux approach is less labour intensive, providing good IVIVC when
compared to the solubility based approach, especially in the case of complex formulations and
biorelevant media.
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SUMMARY
This thesis work focused on the in vitro simultaneous dissolution-permeation methods, which have
the potential to improve in vitro-in vivo correlation compared to simple dissolution tests. The first
part of this work is rather focused on the understanding of passive membrane transport in case of
complex formulation matrixes. This theoretical knowledge seems essential for formulation
developers, when aiming to improve not just in vitro dissolution, but also in vivo bioavailability of
active substances.
When a poorly water-soluble API is formulated to enhance its dissolution, additives, such as
surfactants, polymers and cyclodextrins have an effect not only on dissolution profile, but also on
the measured physicochemical properties (solubility, pKa, permeability) of the drug while the
excipient is present, therefore also affect the driving force of membrane transport.
Supersaturation gradient, the difference in degree of supersaturation (defined as the ratio of
dissolved amount of the drug to its equilibrium solubility) between the donor and acceptor side
was found to be the driving force of membrane transport for lipophilic so called PAMPA
membranes and for cellulose-acetate based size-exclusion membranes as well. It was
mathematically derived from Fick’s first law, and experimentally proved to be universal on several
ASDs and DMSO stock solution.
The second part of the thesis work presented the possible industrial applications of dissolutionpermeation tests: First the effect of combining different formulation techniques was studied on a
complex formulation matrix using solubilizing additives and amorphous drug as well. These test
results predict significantly enhanced bioavailability for the amorphous formulation compared to
physical mixture and the crystalline API.
Secondly, in vitro fluxes were compared to in vivo bioequivalence study results of brand and
generic formulations and a new data analyzing method was developed which could help to identify
the effect of excipients on the permeation process separately.
And finally this PhD work demonstrated that kinetic solubility and flux values measured under
biorelevant conditions could be used as input parameters for biopharmaceutics modelling and
simulations to estimate food effect and bioequivalence.
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